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MANIFESTO
Since 2005, Digicult is one of the main online platform that examines the impact of digital
technologies and science on art, design, culture and contemporary society. Based on an international Network of critics, curators, artists, designers, professors, researchers, journalists,
media center, galleries and festival, Digicult is an editorial project that daily publish news,
informations, articles, interviews, reports and even essays, artists’ book and the Digimag
Journal through its online publishing service Digicult Editions.
Digimag Journal is an interdisciplinary online publication seeking high-standard articles and
reviews that focus on the impact of the last technological and scientific developments on art,
design, communication and creativity. Following the former Digimag Magazine (72 issues
in 7 years), it is based on international call for papers on given subjects and provides readers
with comprehensive accounts of the latest advancements in the international digital art and
culture scene.
Digimag was born as a monthly magazine and published 72 issues in over 7 years. It provided
readers with comprehensive accounts of the latest advancements in the international digital
art scene and culture. The magazine evolved year after year, issue after issue, morphing into
a hybrid instrument able to reflect the complexity of contemporary artistic and cultural production. It quickly became a cultural instrument, a tool for academics, researchers, students,
artists, designers, geeks and practitioners connected to the main international media centers,
universities, contemporary art galleries, digital art festivals and hacktivist networks.

Digicult Editions is the publishing initiative of the Digicult project, whose goal is to be active
in the publication of the Digimag Journal, but also critical and theoretical books and essays
commissioned to international authors, university thesis of special interest, publications edited in collaboration with other national and international publishers, conference proceedings and classes materials connected to educational activities, as well as peer-reviewed publications with institutional partners.
Digicult Edition uses all the tools of a contemporary digital publishing: the print on demand
(POD) approach through Peecho, Epub and Mobi formats, always giving the chance to join
all the prewieves through the Digicult Library on Issuu. All contents by Digicult Editions are
circulating under CC Licences: Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0
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OVERWORLDS
AND NEW
NARRATIVES
Nowadays digital writing has become an important topic within the humanities field so that
a closer attention to issues like aesthetic autonomy, theoretic models and practices, especially
within the media arts and culture context is demanded.
At the base of so-called digital literature are not only the possibilities offered today by the
use of computers and other software/multimedia tools, but also different approaches to the
literary object, in terms of structure and practice, from both the creative and the receptive
point of view, which interlink – but not coincide - with the increased importance of media
technologies.
Digital writing is part of a much broader discourse, which underlies the different ways in
which technologies and networks are irreversibly influencing narrative methods. Specifically,
storytelling is getting more immersive and participative, in the sense that audience is engaged
in a more interactive way and the environment is evolving into a more complex transmedia
scenario. Recent are the experiments on Google Chrome by Aaron Koblin and Chris Milk for
the Google Arts & Culture, opening up new investigation approaches on a collective, interactive, real-time narrative applied to gaming, to video-clips and films on network platforms.
Other examples are the multimedia storytelling experiments by Blast Theory, a unique mix of
play, performance, filmmaking, where the spatial and temporal boundaries between real and
virtual become narrative elements, reshaped by technology. Additionally, virtual and augmented reality technologies are enhancing the narrative space and perhaps radically changing
the boundaries between storytelling and communication, as well as the ones between the
architectural construction of new worlds and the use of new image recording technologies.
Drones, robots, laser scanning techniques, 360 ° video systems, binaural sound systems allow
nowadays the saturation of the audience’s sensory environment. Therefore, our perceptual
field is increasingly overwhelmed, with unimaginable consequences not only from in terms of
entertainment experience, but also from a marketing, geo-location and viral communication
point of view.
Arts and in particular media art is urged then to question itself about new possible aesthetical
and emotional consequences, as well as about its impact on the social, political and cultural
environment.
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Sabine Schaefer - AudioMicroSpheres of Nature BLUE 1, 2018

STORIES WITHIN A DIGITAL
WORLD: THEN AND NOW
Annette Huennekens

What happened to the stories?
Where have they gone, the huge historical stories that are meant to keep
nations together nowadays?
While nearly failing to create an
European story this subject has slowly
and silently moved to a completely
different sector. It’s not that nobody is
telling stories anymore, it’s about the
place, where the most important stories are told, and the ones that tell these
stories, who have changed. While
each of us doesn’t stop telling the

world our super private life full of lies
and fiction, a small group of people has
switched to the other side, collecting
data to create one of the most effective
manipulative story telling initiative to
the global mass ever.
In the following part I want to show
one single aspect which is – from my
point of view – the most significant
change within storytelling in general:
We changed the whole storytelling
system – the place, where the most
important stories are nowadays told.
With our turn to digital media we
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changed the language to a complete
different semiotic system to express
and create stories: the mathematics.
Over time each and everything was
getting transformed the very first
moments, a computer was involved
in the early fifties and sixties to set
digital. Therefore we should have a
closer look at the main topics of how
a story works based on all its parts
and compare it with the results of its
digital transformation during the last
decades.
Actually we should have also have to
6

tell a media history as these transformations are coming
along with each and every innovation on that sector. But
from the philosophical point of view we may understand
the core of it.
To focus on the transformation we have to have a closer
look at all the elements of stories and their function as well
as some places, stories were told during centuries. Therefore I want to start with the main topic, the story itself.
Relating to story telling functions nowadays, we are telling
stories about a thing or something in telling the story of all
different qualities of that thing, which includes also the big
data stories, being told for the first time that way. The general term for this is characterizing the process of programming. In doing that, we are able to rebuild crucial aspects
of that thing, simulating a sum of qualities for example of
the materiality of a thing. After we are “telling that story”
to another thing which means we transform the “actor’s”
qualities to another “actor”.
The stories and messages that are told are usually fictional
as they don’t rebuild reality. Instead, they recreate physic
models of aspects of the reality, which makes it even more
complex.
Saying „The medium is the message“ Marshall McLuhan
points out a very crucial change of storytelling since the
mass media decade. He suggests to realize that we don’t
have “true” content but media itself to be communicated.
This kind of storytelling continues until artists explore a
new medium or a new model – a new program. Stories/
programs become crucial parts of our daily life and transform the real world step by step into some sort of fiction.
Along with this change many other areas are influenced or
at least transformed as well. First of all this happens to the
protagonist and the audience.
At the same time Joseph Beuys proclaimed the statement
of a merging process between artist and the audience. This
makes sense not only in context of his idea of social sculpture, but also of media, especially social media, where actually everybody is telling stories about almost everything.
What can be said about the quality of time and space where
stories are told via digital technology? To answer this question we have to look at the historical aspects of hyper textforms and also at the separation of time and space. Instead
of getting a clear idea of time and space of one single story,
we have to deal with a pot of several story-parts, where
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every part is also part of other countless possible stories –
without instruction and instructor.
This set offers a specific strategy of openness that came
along parallel to democratic developments that took part
especially in Europe after the Second World War.
The idea of a travel ban through time and space popped up
again and set everybody free for a total idea of individuality. Since every story is accompanied usually by a specific
climax that leads to basic understanding, we definitely have
to look at the early game history of video and computer
games.
Especially by using VR, AR and nowadays also implementing major parts of AI Technology, the main goal was, to
keep these stories simple and be more focused at the actors
behavior. Being connected to the internet experimenting
with new social forms of working together and building
specific teams got more and more in focus.
The context of gaming also leads to an exploitation of the
individual and personal viewpoint and the so called endo-exo-experience.
The gamer turns into a master of control: just by choosing
an avatar with hyper qualities as representative of himself,
the gamer is able to transform into whoever he wants to be.
Stories that were told during centuries usually had an essence of eternal truth which was taken as a fact by the audience. But what is the essence of stories today that are being
told through new media?
At first, we noticed digital qualities within pictures and afterwards within materials. They also were the first telling
their “digital story” of what it means being digital compared
to the world of “traditional pictures”. With integrating 3D
and creating the virtual world, fictional worlds and stories emerged. Both of them were immersive and caught the
viewer more and more into these virtual worlds, where
everything and every quality were able to be mixed, transferred or enhanced.
Nowadays, especially with the immense potential of 3D
printing, it is again the material world that explodes and
tells their stories about how they are made, how they became toxic and how they should be recycled etc. and we
should better listen to that. The reason is that humans will
be integrated just as a product in a production line like also
during the industrial revolution, where they turned to be
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a gear within a technical process.
Merging data and turning them into objects is as easy as vice versa. The potential that we discovered within the world of
pictures which leads to the iconic turn, is emerging right now and in front of our eyes within the material world. We have
to talk about a “material turn” or a “material revolution” again.
After de-materializing and minimizing, we are going to re-materialize and enhance everything through smart technology,
trying to solve our problems of disappearing recourses.
The place where our stories are told today, is the world of bio-parametric material printing, where artificial smartness
and hybridization is going to.
In terms of a program, the essence is the fact, that everything which can be described and understood, can also be simulated by using algorithms. Moreover, in combination with the AI Technology authenticity can exist even without humanity which is a weird paradoxon. This leads us to the next question: Who’s stories are actually being told? Looking at
the merchandizing technique of professional marketing, we realize that traditional stories are nowadays successfully used
to sell products. The main reason this marketing strategy works is that people yearn to hear these stories and try to get
involved simply by buying the provided product.

Annette Hünnekens - endo n+1, 2014
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about.And very often the new media
even turned into a story itself. This
can be said about all the explorational
installations where the audience could
explore a specific virtual space, for example on a biking trip. Many of Jeffrey Shaw’s famous works can be seen
as a specific media story that is given
to the audience via personal exploration. These stories came along like
Alice in Wonderland - they skipped
the distance and turned the spectator
into an actor of a story, that is manipulated by himself.
Annette Huennekens: Endo and Exo
Stories of Virtual Sculptures

Sabine Schaefer - Audio Biospheres Yellow, 2018

Usually stories are shared within a a social group, that has the same set of value
concepts, to stabilize the customs and bring them on to the next generation.
Talking about programs as stories to be shared with we have to focus on apps
and the fact, that these apps are sharing all data with the commercial sector.
Today every story is involved in the economics and the politics as well. Therefore privacy is merging with public fiction – a process that is similar to older
times when communities lived on stories and myths they told about themselves.
Storytelling within media art
It is interesting that the art world is focusing on data as a source for interpretation and storytelling, but what they actually do is not that much different to
someone, who has research interest, for example in big data. The artistic goal of
data storytelling is to transform them into something sensual, so that we can explore the abstract data with all our senses. Usually this sensual object is a sculpture, which can be explored in time and space like Laokoon. Doing so, we get to
know the story and what the sculpture is all about. It also can be any audiovisual
in form of a multimedia environment.
Before I introduce two different techniques of storytelling within digital art, it’s
important to remember the early times of video art. Back then time and space
got completely separated and additionally, the rebellion against the television’s
manipulative and dictating stories brought new techniques of storytelling to the
audience. The feedback loops or magnetic manipulation of the visuals integrated the audience and gave them a subtitle sort of control over the story. which
was more like a synchronous happening than anything else.
Every new media led to a new challenge that has to be explored and spoken
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The story which is told within several
graphic series is all about the virtual
sculpture. A virtual sculpture which
is randomly formed as a behavioral
organism, is getting explored just as
the new landscape that Christopher
Columbus discovered when he went
out to discover India, but accidentally
stranded in America.
The one who is taken the pics, which
are actually stills, is the explorer, the
artist himself, who is getting the whole
story of the sculpture by constantly
changing his viewpoints zooming in
and out, which represents the position of his finger on a touch screen.
Every time, a situation pops up, what
is familiar with any picture or figure
he knows or can remember, he stops
his exploration and takes a picture, in
other words, a screenshot.
Doing so he gets closer and closer
to the sculpture’s nature, its several
qualities and expressions. All of these
screenshots aren’t single stories. They
are just little stills, which have to be
classified, selected and sorted out to
become authentic stories of the sculpture’s nature. The art explorer takes
the roll of an interpreter by selecting
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Annette Hünnekens - arch endo n+1, 2018 (homage to Zaha Hadid)

specific stills out of the unlimited number of screenshots.
The parametric semiology that lays behind these complex
structures could be assumed but isn’t clearly visible.
Therefore none of these stories are given facts, but arise
through the explorer’s perception and his subjective interpretation. He could either let us see the things he sees himself or give us an idea of what can be seen just by selecting
several stills. But none of his stories is even close to what
the virtual sculpture really is.
In most cases. the actor’s character and his perception are
a result of his inner and external influences. As long as the
artist’s viewpoint is in motion, the sculpture isn’t truly an
actor but a representative of a figure, whose inner and
outer space is similar to an open book, separated by a skin
like the book cover, that can be crossed through.
The moment the sculpture is getting moved, several surfaces, that are giving us a great number of in- and outside
faces, appear.
The sculpture seems to become a living character with its
own inner life.
When you start zooming in and looking behind the skin
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

of the sculpture, you can even discover some second sculptures. These can be compared to multiple inner characters
with different shapes and surfaces. Some might even reflect
the surrounding because of their mirror-like surface.
This specific kind of perception beyond interface can be
experienced within any virtual sculpture, provided that it is
still virtual and part of a mathematic geometric space.hese
sculptures are like a footprint of parametric logic as a result
of an huge set if processing and reprocessing leading to the
sculpture’s design, where every shape and level interrelated
to another entity and latent topology.
The tectonics are actually a result of the synthesizing process and unfold the core of data processing as kind of fluid.
Variation and dynamic of manipulation seem to directly
cause the same intensity of dynamic substances, that one
may try to assimilate or accommodate to a set of personal
experience with things and qualities of material and atmospheres, surfaces and surroundings.
It’s the voyage behavior that generates subtle morphological kinetics, showing a syntactic sensation that triggers
the semiotic power of the interpreter and the viewer.
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After a screenshot is taken, the movement and journey go
on. Therefore, coming back to the same frame is barely to
definitely not possible. As a result, no doubles or copies exist, but kind of a database that contains single screenshots
which tell their story once they’re in company of different
shots that were taken before and after.
What we call “negative space” is comparable to the positive and negative effect known from photography. The way
you enter a 3D object is kind of a transition through a borderline or a permeable skin, which all virtual objects have:
the shape giving skin that creates an object, can be seen as
the form describing borderline.
Virtual sculptures don’t end at their surface - you can go
through and see, what’s behind. If you change that perspective, you are entering the so called “negative space”.
Reciprocal proportionality of negative space means, that
every object can be explored from both sides, the inside
and the outside, no matter if there’s material or immaterial.
Until now most of the virtual journeys were “outside safaris” through virtual worlds, built with lots of virtual objects. They are constructed to keep on track outside, having a virtual walk around these objects quite like walking
through real world environments.
The endo-exo n+1 objects are virtual sculptures made to be
explored from the inside in relation to the outside’s formations. They come to life by lots of manipulations on their
borderline-surface.
These manipulations to their surface effect both sides.
Usually, we we look a sculptures and pay attention to their
shape from the outside. Although there is a direct connection to both sides within each manipulation, it seems like
the inside world is totally different. To explore these many
different phenomena, you have to permanently change
your point of view. It seems like every change on the outside has visual impacts on the inside of a sculpture which
shows the dynamic aspect of these manipulations. The
grade of complexity is identical with the grade of dynamic
deformation and can be seen as visual time marks representing the 4th dimension.
These correlation have their peak, when interferences start
to build natural looking but incomparable structures to the
real world outside. This is the moment, when our reception activity constantly recalls all the memorable and stored
pictures we’ve ever seen and try to connects them with
the new impression, just to find out, what you really see!-
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Consequently, we try to reassign the new impression by
switching between the abstract and concrete formations,
known as a semiotic drift. We also tend to compare the
brand-new experience with things that are familiar to us.
The lustful process of accommodation and assimilation is
similar to typical kids games where everything could transform and adopt a different form.
Since 2014, the computer graphic prints and virtual
presentations were demonstrated to the public at several
exhibition venues in Germany. They have also been part
of the European Project “6pm your local time Europe” in
Austria (2015) and at the Dadaclub online in Italy (2017).
Sabine Schaefer: Audiovisual Biometric Stories in Micro- and Macro-Cosmos
Synesthesia strategies are the open-doors to understand
the stories that are told to communicate, for example paraor bio-metric core processes in micro- and macro-cosmos.
Within multimedia environments, the spectator has to take
action to experience all aspects of the specific artwork. In
our case, the QR-Code which is implemented in a 2D computer graphic print, that leads to an audio composition, becomes an equivalent part of the artwork. By decoding with
help of a QR-reader-application on your smartphone, you
have a synthesis of several sources of data that has to be
connected and explored. You’ll get for example a composition of microscopes insect voices by reading the QR-Code
which is printed on the artwork. Most of the time there is
no single storyteller anymore, but single stories, patterns
that are integrated into a greater story. Many times, the
stories themselves are already insides and reflect their subjective understanding of a specific situation. The spectator
gets an audiovisual set to create his own story of insights,
his own truth, his own myth of what connects, for example
the macro and micro cosmos.
The individual transformations and connections between
visibility and audibility are based on a specific technology:
With digital expansions of time and digital strategies of
microscopic enlargements inner structures of biometry are
unfold and translated into the audiovisual sphere.
The story that can be told is about communication as a
crucial part of how to build a bionic hybrid and its consequences.
Just as the parameters of our perception, light, colour
and sound in the wave spectrum are treated as equivalent
quantities, the aesthetic principle of the individual works
with regard to rhizomatics is also characterized by equival-
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ence. Rhizomatic equivalence is based on a common system of values in which systems of linearity and hierarchy
are substructures and subordinate to the overall system of
equivalence of parts. These are suspended together, in the
concert of the parts, in the synthesis and show us their aesthetic quality. Thus, a code in the artwork becomes equal to
the photographic image, even if it belongs to a completely
different language and sign system.
Through the use of the QR-Codes in combination with
headphones or smartphone loudspeaker the viewer becomes the director of their own synesthetic experience determining the start or end of their perception at any point
in time and indeed the decision whether they want to take
it with them or not. The synesthetic experience succeeds
when the multitasking situation merges and allows the
ability to integrate the different levels of consciousness and
perception.
Whether the African flora and fauna, the insect world or
the sun as the regent of our cosmos, all these symbols are
essential components leading to the foundation of life.
They also have in common, the digital stereo zoom microscopes or microscopic, scale-changing view to which they
are subjected and under which the processes of mutual accommodation and assimilation and of hybrid unification
can succeed. From the point of view of the equality of the
parts, the interaction, the mutual systemic connections become tangible parameters, experienced as a flow-like-process, a “coming and going”, an expansion and detraction of
evolution itself.
The images play with each other, the optical and acoustic
expectations play with the listener, playing with the informational and narrative patterns that they are confronted
with. On the one hand, we feel familiar with the pictorial,
visual and signal language in our lives, but through stylization, montage and fractures we are also challenged to make
connections and links, think and act in/on “hyper-levels”.
To generate meaning gleaned from the gestures of the interpretations. An acoustic track activates the cinema in the
head, the piece becomes a new piece being written by the
recipient. The simple logic of “on-off” is undermined by
decontextualization. This happens, for example, in that the
viewer continues to walk past the pictures after reading the
QR-Code, but takes the sound with them, so to speak. As
a result, they themselves become the source of sound, as
well as a participant in the concert of the animal insect and
non-human world. The acoustic sound event distributes
the responsibility for the joint concert, were at the same
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time all are part of their own “story”.
In the QR-Code, the image becomes the program as the
icon can be retrieved, listened to and consumed. In an artificial world, the connection is made by icons, the natural
world appears to be a part of a digitized and highly magnified composition. Where butterflies actually fly through
forest clearings, and where in the thickets of the grasses
small animals and insects exchange their messages, they are
replaced by image program within the icons. As this world
grows larger, our ability of observation change, we will see
everything through the icons pair of pink colored glasses,
expecting the reading, hearing and staging will be done for
us - just as there is a whole pack of icons that exist between
the world and us today and we barely perceive primary
information without the involvement of the use of smart
technology.
Reading subtexts and understanding iconographic image
programs has traditionally been reserved for a specific level
of the educated classes. By giving this faculty to items of
both hard- and software, the viewer is referred back in the
last instance, based on stimulus and response of information processing. The transhumanist movement sees this as
the beginning of an evolution on the second-level.
What is the essence of the way communication and exchanging our stories takes place these days, how does one
recognize that the participants are ‘real creatures’ and not
machines or ‘intelligent’ machine based communicators
(furnished with an ‘artificial’ intelligence)? The composition of the insect sounds could also be called “Sounds of
the Global Originals - Music from the Native Natural Inhabitants of the World”, because they mark a counterpoint
to the worldwide increase in intelligent technologically
supported IT communication. While digital technology is
used to make certain animal insect sounds heard in their
entirety, their very specific internal sound structures remain proportional and cannot be distorted. It thus becomes
possible to experience their inner logic and perceive the essence of their microscopically communication.
In the broadest sense of the word, the representatives of
these audible voices can be understood as the “Ambassadors of Natural Communication” and, with their natural
structure of communication, oppose today’s technologically oriented communication on the net, which seems to
elude the attempt to grasp the concept of techno-logic.
By taking up and acoustically clarifying the principles of the
design of natural communication, these compositions give
clear indications of how and under what circumstances
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Annette Hünnekens - hbrd exo n+1, 2017

natural communication succeeds in its complex polyphony.
We could conclude for example, that we must purposefully
shape our forms of communication on the web, in order
to be recognized as living beings, and to be different from
the various forms of artificial communication. We could
try to understand how we are interpreted not as a device
(apparatus, appliance, machine, mechanism, implement,
instrument, tool), or how we need to communicate, so that
we are not evaluated and imitated by the device (apparatus,
appliance, machine, mechanism, implement, instrument,
tool).
But we could also perceive ourselves as part of possible
connections and interconnections, where nature and culture are increasingly merging, in a world that has long
since resolved that distinction, and yet seeks to preserve
that historic achievement and adhere hold on and cling to
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

the polarity of the “two cultures”.
In the interactive images, this hybrid polyphony, which
are encountered currently in all areas of life, also expressed
visually on a number of levels, for example through the
mixing of QR-Codes and the kaleidoscopically composed,
natural original scores and the photographically high-resolution natural photographs dissected into the primary colors. The addition of a black-and-white grid on a colored
(photo) graphic follows mechanically the principle of a
collage. The linking of the two worlds of origin to a new
world of meaning happens in the eye of the beholder.
If it was not for the “second eye” of the smartphone! This
sees/looks along with the human eye and gives the graphic
an additional acoustic layer that is linked to it by allowing a smartphone to “ring” a sound that had previously de13

ciphered the QR-Code.
We know a variety of ways of enriching and enhance information, for example from the world of commerce
and business as well as from museums
world. Here too, ingredients or properties hidden from view are first communicated not to us but to devices
that remain invisible to our eyes or
our senses until we decode them
within a piece of hard-/software is
then promptly read back to us, played
and presented, whether we want it or
not. Ideally, we can still decide how
many and if we would like additional

information at all. But the bridges are
getting smaller and smaller and the
connections to information and other
communicating elements are becoming more immediate. The enhanced
image receives a different characteristics, even of a more life-like, intelligent character.
The increase seems to have gone from
one to the other, from the time that
the hand was discovered as a tool to
later on with the use of a stick, expanding to the ability to use devices,
instruments, tools, as well as being
able to use everything of material

character, programs which are the
true stories our times.
The network of simultaneity and multi-modes of information and matter,
whether living or dead, be it image or
signal, forces us into a system of man
and apparatus/device (appliance, machine, mechanism, implement, instrument, tool), in which not only the law
of causality is abolished, but also any
criteria of distinction. In this system,
nature and culture enter into a third
state and is fluid at all levels, these
states are known as hybrids.
Media art like presented here suggests
us to trans-think our basic stories of
what we are and where we go after the
21st century. They are telling us huge
numbers of stories were and how hybridization is happening and how we
merge step by step into it.
ANNETTE HÜNNEKENS

ANNETTE HUNNEKENS

Annette Hünnekens - seashell mutation n+1, 2016 (on grey)

DR. ANNETTE HÜNNEKENS WORKS AS
RESEARCHER AND MEDIA ART THEORETICIAN AS WELL AS AN ARTIST AND CURATOR AROUND MUNICH. SHE WAS TEAM
MEMBER AND CO-FOUNDER OF ZKM
MEDIA MUSEUM, THE FIRST COLLECTION
OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA ART; AFTER HER
DFG RESEARCH GROUP MEMBERSHIPS
AT UNIVERSITY OF SIEGEN (HYBRID CULTURE) AND KHM COLOGNE (VIRTUAL MUSEUM) SHE GOT HER PHD PHILOSOPHY AT
KIT, UNIVERSITY KARLSRUHE. AT LEAST
SHE STARTED TO WORK AS CURATOR
AND ARTIST AND WAS PART OF SEVERAL
(SOLO-AND GROUP) ART EXHIBITIONS
IN GERMANY, AUSTRIA AND ITALY (ONE
OF HER CONCEPTIONAL AI COMPUTER
GRAPHIC ARTWORK IS PART OF THE DADA
COLLECTION, ITALY).
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Guido Segni - Untitled desert #2, A quiet desert failure project, 2016, C-print on fujiflex paper mounted on dibond

GOOGLE MAPS,
GOOGLE EARTH
AND GOOGLE ART.
WHEN SOFTWARE LIMITS
BECOME STRENGTHS
IN ONLINE ART PRACTICE
Alessandra Ioalè
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018
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How can a software, programmed for
browsing and surfing online, or an app,
developed to offer online services, be
used in an alternative way and become
creative tools for artistic production,
for a new production of sense and for
a new way of storytelling? A reflection to which three artists, who I am
following in recent years, with their
three projects have given answers and
that by comparing them I have been
able to draw some conclusions that I
would like to share in this scientific
context.

Luca Leggero - Google Art on canvas (De slaapkamer by Vincent van Gogh), 2015, 50◊50 cm, Inkjet on canvas

Starting from A quiet desert failure, the

project by Guido Segni, which looks
at satellite images of the Sahara Desert
stored in Google Maps servers. An algorithmic performance elaborated by
the artist to make a cataloguing and a
conservation in a Tumblr blog open
the question of memory and the void
left after the project of re-mapping of
the entire Desert has been completed,
that is, in 50 years [1]. And then move
on to consider Urban GoogleARTh,
the project by Marcantonio Lunardi,
which fits in this context with the original and experimental look of virtual
photography to make a representation of the atmosphere to understand

the current situation of the urban
landscape, through the use of Google
Earth software. And ending my analysis with the Google Art On Canvas
project by Luca Leggero, which looks
at online content not from a geographical, but artistic point of view,
drawing on the collection of high-resolution images of Google Art. With a
series of canvas prints, the artist highlights the inaccessible secrets and defects of some of the best paintings in
Western art history [2]. I would like
to highlight immediately how, voluntarily or involuntarily, the three artists
with their three projects make an important reflection on online contents
and on the artwork in online practice
generating new meaning through a
rereading and manipulation of these
contents. More than reflecting on the
temporality of these stored images on
which weighs the unknown duration
of Google servers, the Tumblr archive
or the Internet, to see the completion
of the project and in this case also to
prove the failure, it’s hard to think
that a new cataloguing and conservation of satellite images from Maps can
make the development over time of an
artwork in the web verifiable [3].
One would never expect to be able to
see new points of view, not foreseen
by the navigation software, of certain
urban frontier areas, to express a state
of mind (the state of mind of the man
in front of the increasing concreting
of the peripheral urban areas) and a
criticism of the savage urbanization
of cities and the consequent collapse

[1] - In his book Guido Segni. Works 2012/2013
(Segni, 2016, 22)
[2] - In the book Google Art On Canvas (Lorenzin, Leggero, 2016)
[3] - In the exhibition catalog Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre (Ioalé, 2017, 7-8)
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Guido Segni - Untitled desert #1, A quiet desert failure project, 2016, C-print on fujiflex paper mounted on dibond

of their form. But above all, can we
ever think that we have discovered
everything and know all about the
most famous artworks in the world?
It is with this question that we see
how the potential of Google Art can
be emphasized by making sure that
even imperceptible details or, even
more, defects of an artworks can
transform themselves into work on
canvas, already completed, tangible
and verifiable without any time limit.
The only limit will be that of accessibility to these works, because once they
are materialized in the physical reality,
they will no longer exist in the digital
one [4].
Going beyond the objectives, which
underpin the three projects, it’s essential to consider that the results of
research, exploration and re-mapping once materialized in the form of
images digitally printed on paper or
canvas, acquire documentary value,
proving at the same time that the op-

eration of materialization in concrete
space gives the possibility to maintain
a relationship between virtual reality
and physical reality and to experiment
with new and different formal solutions, in relation to the artists’ background, combined with alternative
modes of vision.
The three projects are transformed
into material evidence of the digital
immaterial subject to the laws of technical obsolescence, of the volatility of
the support and of the temporariness
of the updates of the software and of
the stored images. They become the
material extension of digital archives.
They are an evidence, tangible and
verifiable, of errors in three-dimensional interpretation in virtual reality,
which once corrected the software
will disappear and will no longer be
exploitable by the artist. In this case
the shot becomes unrepeatable and
memory of the error. They are an
evidence of the peculiarities of the
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most famous paintings in the history
of art, through the operation of enlarging and cropping small fragments
of high-resolution images made available by Google. Lastly, they become a
proof of the changes in the geographical area taken into consideration.
In this comparative analysis, another
important element to consider is the
aesthetic value, which assume the
works of the three projects when they
leave the digital reality and materialize
in the physical one. The three artists,
reflecting their different and peculiar
characteristics of origin, training and
research, through the experimentation of Google software are able to
develop formal solutions with an attractive and highly engaging aesthetic
result. Artworks with which we can
empathize, facilitating the transmis-

[4] - Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre
(Ioalé, 2017, 8)
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Marcantonio Lunardi - Landescape #02, Urban GoogleARTh project, 2016, Print on Baryta paper

sion of the message, if not at first,
certainly at a second level of analysis
of the works. Proving in a different
and significant way how broad the
spectrum of expressive possibilities
of Google software is, used as new
artistic instruments, not criticizing
them, but enhancing their abilities
and bypassing their application limits.
We see, in fact, Leggero interested in
the history of Western art of the last
century in his new relationship with
the web and new technologies, approaching the contents of Google Art
with the sensitivity of the musician
and the multimedia artist [5].
Also, we can see how the experimentation of Lunardi, who has a training
related to the study of the image in
motion for documentary purposes
and works today in the field of video
art, has a classic approach to Google
Earth software compared to Segni,
who has a different training that immediately led him to deal with web

programming and design and with
the development of online content.
Not for nothing, the images produced
by Lunardi are landscape photographs
where the architectural structures and
surfaces become irregular, fluid and
let themselves be crossed by the webcam’s eye, exploiting the virtual translation errors of reality in the virtual
environment. The series of images
produced by Segni are instead the result of the ordered and consequent juxtaposition of the posts produced automatically by the algorithm studied and
developed by the artist.
The result is a formally alternative
storytelling, not explicitly narrative and strongly aestheticizing, for
which I foresee a correct and deep
understanding and reading, not
only aesthetic, perhaps in the future
when there may be different fruitive
habits than those of today and an accustomed public to different ways of
transmitting information through
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images. Perhaps this kind of artworks
and experiments are preparing the
ground for the change of fruition of
art and general information. Let’s
think about the cyclical time-based
algorithmic sampling, which take on
the autonomous character of an online artistic performance. It’s the work
itself that leads to a change of vision
of the concept of artwork in online
practice, to understanding and acceptance. The creative approach to computer programming transforms it into
an expressive form – art performance
- today seen as alternative, but in the
near future as usual.
A quiet desert failure by Guido Segni,
Urban GoogleARTh by Marcantonio
Lunardi and Google Art On Canvas by
Luca Leggero represent three different ways of storytelling by images. If

[4] - Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre
(Ioalé, 2017, 8)
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the series of works by Segni and Lunardi can be two examples of contemporary landscape storytelling, built using
Google software, then Leggero represents a variation on
the theme, because he tells the best known western artworks in the world through what they it is more unknown,
that is, what in reality is not visible to the naked eye, but
that we always have in front of our eyes. Moreover, the
first two projects, one more emotional and critical while
the other less interpretive and more analytical, are revealed
to be two major alternative contributions, which renew
landscape photography and the movement of realism.
Three examples of how creative thinking and the artistic
gesture can influence software, originally designed to offer only online services, in a surprising and positive way
whose limits become new and unexpected strengths when
they are used as alternative artistic tools.

Tozzi, Maurizio Marco (curated by). 2016. “Marcantonio Lunardi. Industrial” (exhibition catalog at Sala Grasce, Pietrasanta), Roma, Edizioni
Kappabit
- Luke, Ben, As Waters Rise, Artists Answer a Call to Action, The Art
Newspaper, December 8, 2017.
- Mansky, Jackie, These Nine Artists Will Help You Understand the Future
of the Planet, Smithsonian.
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Tree and half-submerged stone head from The Water Cave (VR version, April 2018)

THANNER KUHAI
‘THE WATER CAVE’
A VR POETRY
EXPERIENCE

Andy Campbell, Shanmugapriya, Nirmala Menon
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Opening scene from The Water Cave (February 2018)

Introduction
In the history of culture, narratives
have a close connection with space.
Oral narratives find a space in print
as non-animated text and image.
With the advent of technology, the
constraint of immobility of text and
image is gradually vanished and enhance the narratives by constructing
interactive and non-interactive components of the text. However, the
above mentioned technological evolutions always had the gap that it has a
boundary between the narratives and
its readers where the possible aesthetics are hidden for centuries.

ments which are attained by transmedia technologies. VR brings an interactive illusionary visual world where
the audience physically and mentally
immerses in the domain of VR which
indeed offers “the promise of immersing the user” into the real experience
of being inside the VR World (2017).
Now, VR is used to create narratives,
for instance, non-fiction, games, art
and also the environment is used for
commercial purposes. As pointed out
in Forbes article “VR stories have not
only gained international acclaim,
they have impacted lives, changed
perspectives, and won over the hearts
of many storytellers” (Chok, 2017).

Virtual Reality (VR) technology has
bridged the gap: the gap between orality and print; print and digital narratives. It unravels the hidden aesthetics
of the work through its immersive ele-

However, it is not much explored for
creating literary works except few
famous VR electronic literary works
for example Caitlin Fisher’s “Everyone at the party is dead” and Sam-
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antha Gorman’s “Canticle” which are
archived in Electronic Literature Collection Volume 3.
The Water Cave (pronounced Thanner Kuhai in Tamil) is the first Virtual
Reality literary work to be created in
multilingual languages: English and
Tamil. It is a poetic work that features
visual language but also incorporates
gaming aspects. How does the narrative offer aesthetics to the reader/
player through transmedia technologies? How is it constructed in the
technology? To answer these questions this essay is divided into two
parts. The first section studies the virtual narrative components and its reception through transmedia technologies. In the second section, the artists
explain their experience in creating
these aesthetical artefacts through
technologies.
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PART ONE
The Water Cave as a literary work
The Water Cave has been developed
using game engine software. It is a
work of experimental and abstract
literary art. However, it is also poetry
with elements of game and vice-versa.
This is the story of a girl who overcomes all the hindrances in her life
with self-confidence which is hinted
at through the inclusion of words.
The virtual cave environment explores several stages of her life. Each
chamber contains (often animated)
poetical sentences intervened with
rock surfaces, flowing water, plants,
trees – and, at times, creatures such
as butterflies and fish. It imitates “the
nature of the world” to present the
work with wholesomeness and gives
a sense to its reader/player as one
among them. The work attempts to
convey that life is not always easy or

delightful, but it is beautiful in the way
that it finds hope against all obstacles.
“A metaphorical and poetic journey
about finding hope against all odds,
Thanner Kuhai transports the reader/
player into an immersive cave environment where language becomes
intertwined with natural surfaces in
a glimmering subterranean world.
Navigate a labyrinthine network of
flooded tunnels and passageways
teeming with strange life and shadows of words. Submerge deeper. Or
seek escape to the surface” (Campbell,
2018).
The poetic journey has many experimental narrative features when the
reader/player follows the girl’s route
to ‘escape’ from the cave. There are
two main narrative interpretations:
one is that the reader/player helps
the girl to come out from the cave by
crossing all the stages; the second is

that the reader/player escapes from
the cave along with help of girl’s journey. In both ways the immersive environment offers a powerful experience to the reader/player with help
of transmedia technologies through
an illusionary visual world. As mentioned in the article “Beautiful New
Worlds: Virtual Realities In Contemporary Art”, “Virtuality and reality are
tightly intertwined with one another.
The escape into illusionary worlds
is by no means a new phenomenon”
(2017).
Nothing came before this
Or so it feels
Bare feet against cold wet rock
Emptiness punctured by fireflies
Flickers of
Something
Awareness and then none
Glimmers of liquid surface
Hard elephant skin erosion

Rock texture detail from The Water Cave (October 2017)
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Eroded rock texture detail from The Water Cave (October 2017)

Virtual Reality Poetry and Game
What is poetics? To begin with, it is a
reflexive mode of the “making” of the
work of art or cultural product, but not
just in descriptive or positive terms…
poetics questions the nature and the
value of work of art as it expands the
ground of its making into the contexts
of its production and reception. The
expanded field of poetics thus lead us
to the making of art in new genres, as s
self-reflexive moment within practice
that creates grounds for new meaning
(Watten, 335, 2004).
As Watten says, the new cultural
product of Virtual Reality has contributed to erasing the boundary between
genres of poetry, art and game. This
is not exclusive to electronic literature
which has always disrupted the territory between the conventional genres
of mainstream literature. The cave

environment offers new meaning not
only to the art but also to the reader/
player who is able to view the piece
as though ‘literally’ through the eyes
of the protagonist. Poetical lines are
embedded in the cave in a multimodal
manner: hanging in the air, floating
in the water, lodged between the rock
faces. Through Virtual Reality Touch
Controllers, the reader/player is given
the opportunity to float through the
work as if without a body, allowing
them to discover their own unique
angles and viewpoints for reading
the text. Exploration throughout all
the cave’s chambers involves at times
reaching perilous heights to move
through narrow openings in the rock,
as well as deep depths beneath the water where sound and vision become
distorted. The gaming facets such as
exploration, movement and direction
are pivotal to narrative discovery and
interpretation.
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Narrative artefacts of The Water
Cave
Talan Memmot says, “it is essential
to understand each digital poetry application as an environment or poetic
microculture with its own grammar
and customs” (302). The water cave
environment has its own “grammar and customs” which the reader/
player is required to comprehend to
complete the journey. However, the
reader/player can “follow their own
paths of exploration” within the cave
chambers and indeed formulate their
own interpretation. The new media
interfacial components govern the
entire plot of the poetry and act as real
devices to enter into new modalities.
They tell the story of the larger forces
that engender them (Galloway, p. vii,
2012). They become disposition of the
poetry and cannot detach from it.
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The process of Tamil Translation
Nirmala Menon points out the different meanings of Sanskrit word anuvad
which means translation in English.
As she explains, one of the word
Sanskrit words bhavanuvad, “that is,
to repeat, not merely, not at the syntactic level, but in a way suggestive of
the symbolic, material and emotive”(Menon, 2016, 116). This is applicable
to our Tamil translation of the poetry.
We encountered some challenges during translation as we couldn’t translate
some phrases such as “Hard elephant
skin erosion” and “Time, space and
scale rubs” into Tamil due to different
cultural contexts. These phrases have
significant meaning in English; however, it will lose its authentic meaning when we accurately translate into
Tamil. Hence, we recreated these
kinds of phrases as “பரபரக்கும் கடினமான
யானைத்தோல் முன் உணர்த்துகின்றன ஏதோ ஒன்றை”

and “காலம், இடம் மற்றும் அளவு தேய்கிறது”
without losing its original sense of the
poem as Ramaunjan states, “A translator hopes not only to translate a text,
but hopes (all oods against) to translate non-native into a native” (qtd
in Menon, 2016, 135). The fusion of
both languages in the work enhances
the chambers of Water Cave. The
translation of Water Cave into Tamil
is given below.

காற்று, முறிந்த அலகு
விரிந்த கண்கள் இருளுக்குள் மூழ்கின்றன

இதற்கு முன் இப்பிடியில்லை
எனது கால்கள் உணா்கின்றன
பனிப் பாறைகளை
வெற்றிடங்கள் துளை யிடபடுகின்றன
மின்மினிப் பூச்சிகளால்
ஏதோ ஒரு ஒளி
பளபளக்கும் தண்ணீர் பாறை
பரபரக்கும் கடினமான யானைத்தோல்
முன் உணர்த்துகின்றன ஏதோ ஒன்றை

PART TWO
Inspiration and First Steps

காலம், இடம் மற்றும் அளவு தேய்கிறது
நான் சிறகு முறிந்த பறவை, மெல்லிய மூச்சு

என் அடையாளங்கள் புதைக்கப்பட்டன
என் பகலப்பொழுது குறைந்து போயின
என் குரல்கள் ஆண்டுகணக்கில்
எல்லையற்ற பாதையில் ஒலிக்க
என் மூச்சுக்காற்றை
பிடித்துள்ளேன்
உன்னை காண்பதற்க்காக

நான்

நிறுத்தி

The idea of creating a flooded cave environment as a work of digital poetry
goes back a long time for me, however it is only within recent years that
the technology has seemed accessible
and powerful enough to realise such
an experience in a truly unique and
immersive way. Landscapes and atmospheric environments character-

Text spline and tree from The Water Cave (VR version, March 2018)
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ise many Dreaming Methods works,
but it wasn’t until the production of
Nightingale’s Playground (2010) that
I began to transition away from ‘story
worlds’ rendered using web-based
technologies/parallax movement and
experiment with the possibilities of
realtime 3D. This shift resulted in the
introduction of game mechanics and
‘1st person perspective’ navigation
methods as well as passages of text
rendered in 3D space. Examples include The Dead Tower (2012 with Mez
Breeze), Inkubus (2013 with Christine
Wilks which itself includes an organic
womb-like cave environment) and
WALLPAPER (2015 with Judi Alston.)
The Water Cave is in many ways a
return to Dreaming Methods more
abstract roots; language becomes fragmented, partially hidden/embedded
within other media. Based around a
poem about rediscovering your identity and finding hope against all odds,
the text has been spontaneously written into its environment, and translated into Tamil by Shanmugapriya.
Pressing the space bar at any point in
the work swaps out the English language for Tamil – or vice-versa – the
shapes of each language offering different aesthetics and interpretations.
The idea of finding an ‘escape’ from
the cave is implied through the text,
however this is a work that does not
force a challenge or time-limit onto
the reader/player and can be experienced as an immersive artwork with
little or no narrative ‘drive’.
Early experiments creating ‘wet rock’
textures (as shown above) and 3D
shapes combined with volumetric
fog and a realistic water system revealed much initial promise for The
Water Cave, and the work began to
take strong shape as a potential standalone PC application. It was the shift
into Virtual Reality however (ori-

ginally done as an experiment) that
truly opened the work’s full potential
– when viewed in VR, the sheer ‘scale’
of the cave environment became far
more apparent and effective, as did
the sense of being enclosed within a
beautiful but claustrophobic ‘natural’
space.
Creating The Water Cave in Virtual
Reality
The switch to VR brought with it
many technical challenges and complications; ‘realtime’ lighting and some
of the high-resolution textures were
far too complex to keep up with VR’s
need for an extremely fast frame-rate
and the originally bright and glimmering ‘wet’ rock surfaces looked blurry.
Additionally, the water system was
unable to properly generate reflections and many post-processing filters
used to enhance the look of the work
were incompatible. Exploring the cave
from within the Unity editor, despite
revealing the obvious potential, resulted in a stuttering and uncomfortable
experience. Ensuring VR compatibility required a slight change in visual
style. By adding stronger contrast to
the ‘cave world’ to make more use of
silhouetted (black or low resolution)
textures on sections of text, tree roots,
foliage and branches, and ‘baking’ the
light into the work so it did not have
to be calculated in realtime, the framerate was increased and the experience
of exploring the environment became
smooth. Custom work on the water
system even allowed the reader/player
to ‘submerge underwater’ – distorting
both sound and visuals effectively and
adding a powerful feeling of immersive ‘realism’. In April 2018, the cave
rock textures were re-enhanced to
look more like the original PC version, with advanced tessellation and
the illusion of ‘wetness’.
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Text and the Reading Experience
The work’s new visual approach had a
strong and useful effect on the appearance of the text, which immediately
felt more integrated and ‘meshed’ into
the overall environment rather than
existing as a layer ‘above’ or ‘separate’ from it. Shadowed areas of rock
merged with the sections of writing, handily removing the previously
harsh boundaries of where one began
and the other ended.
The Water Cave’s poetic text is
rendered in three main ways:
1. As three-dimensional words that
exist as physical objects within the
cave and may be moved and positioned within the Unity editor as if
resting on rock or half-submerged in
water. This text is usually large and
only one or two words in length; it has
a z-depth and gives the illusion that
the language itself has rock texture
and volume - as if the text is a growth
or an eroded manifestation emerging
from the cave walls. These are texts
created using a small Unity extension
that converts text (fonts) into 3D objects.
2. As part-eroded two-dimensional
text rendered on a flat plane. These
text passages are also usually large
and often overlap with other cave
elements such as tree roots or rocks
to give them a varied level of ‘clipped’
visibility, as well as a physical attachment with the environment. These
texts are dominant throughout the
piece and become ‘mirrored’ when
viewed from some angles. They are
created in Photoshop and passed into
the Unity editor.
3. As swirling/repeating text ‘splines’
which curl and twist through the larger chambers of the cave as if suspended in the air and are gently animated.
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At times, these texts are the most immersive of the three types, capable
of wrapping themselves around the
‘body’ of the reader/player so that they
become enveloped in language. They
also act as a narrative drive, weaving
– literally – from one cave chamber to
the text and can be ‘followed’ by the
reader/player. They are created using
a combination of Photoshop and a
Unity extension called Curvy to generate the splines. A small C# script
that moves the offset of the Photoshop texture on a loop gives the impression that the language is ‘flowing’.
The reading experience of The Water
Cave requires some effort and virtual
movement from the reader/player
which is enabled through Oculus Rift
Touch controllers. By using two trigger points on the controllers – one to
accelerate, the other to slow down the reader/player can ‘drift’ through
the cave as though bodiless, positioning themselves as freely as they wish.
Language is not always fully legible or
even visible from certain angles; some
fragments of poetry are animated and
repeating; others, as previously mentioned, might be ‘reversed’ if viewed
from the back. The overall effect contributes to the narrative’s intended
sense of disorientation – both in spatial terms and psychologically.
Completion and Release
At the time of writing, The Water
Cave is still under development and
will be released as a download for
gaming PCs and the Oculus Rift later
in 2018. Due to the organic nature of
its creation, before becoming available
it is likely that the work will undergo
further visual and textual changes,
both in response to its artistic development and the changes in Unity’s VR
support and capabilities. The work’s
text may also evolve from a Tamil
translation of the English original to

a full Tamil interpretation of the narrative, bringing a more powerful and
personal cultural vision to the same
virtual environment.
ANDY CAMPBELL
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Blast Theory - Fixing Point

1. Introduction
In the turning of the millennium, developments in digital
and satellite mapping stimulated the emergence of a diverse scope of artworks anchored in location and spatial
positioning data. The artistic domain celebrated the technological innovation as “the next big thing”, regarding the
ability it has to generate highly accurate representations
of our physical surroundings. Artists left the doors of enclosed spaces and the limits of the screens to enter and
claim the urban environment as an artistic territory. The
geographic area became a canvas for approaching location
through different mapping practices (Tuters & Varnelis,
2006, 358-359). The integration of context-aware technologies in mobile devices contributed to expanding the
use of location data in storytelling practices. Artists have
also explored the opportunity to express location outside
of standardized models, what included playing with new
forms of presence in contemporary digital cities.
Artistic projects started to explore the capabilities of locative media to associate personalized information to specific contexts, to interweave the physical and the virtual
domains, the urban and the electronic flows. Locative Art
practices explored the correlations of digital content and
spatial context to create a new sense of place awareness, to
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

generate social and participatory interactions, and to stimulate socio-political modes of activism. Some artists also
devoted to address critic questions regarding the meaning
of locating and be located in the current days. Spatially contextualized storytelling practices got movement and location as inspiration, content, materiality, and context (Aceti
2016, 10). Socially connected, networked and participatory,
these emerging narratives came integrating historical, ethnographic and architectural information provided by the
urban environment to highlight the artistic possibilities of
the technology (Sheller & Iverson 2016; Hight, 2006).
Media has the potential to engender particular aesthetics
and subjectivities influencing the perception we have of the
world. Locative Art movement seeks new forms of experience by bringing attention to narratives of place and space.
This paper focuses on how artistic proposals have re-think
the storytelling practice in the context of location-based
media. The author investigates possible media effects on
the narrative realm by inquiring how the affordances and
constraints of locative and mobile communication systems
come either expanding or limiting the art of telling stories.
The artistic projects of Blast Theory serve to support the
discussion proposed by this paper and to elucidate the
mentioned changes. The British group gained an inter28

national reputation for creating sophisticated interactive
experiences, which explores the possibilities inaugurated
by some technological innovations. While exploring the
novelties, the artists Matt Adams, Ju Row Farr and Nick
Tandavanitj have also been contributing to model what is
the current digital and interactive storytelling form. This
paper concentrates on the analysis of four of their geolocation-based artworks, which engage people in an active exploration through the public space: I Like Frank [1] (2004)
Rider Spoke [2] (2007), A Machine To See With [3] (2010) and
Fixing Point [4] (2011).
Each of these projects approaches location and interaction
from a different perspective, what gives light to the diverse
architectures mobile-based narratives can adopt in the current scenario. I Like Frank is the world’s first 3G mixed
reality game. Participants play online or on the city streets,
swapping information to find an elusive character called
Frank. Rider Spoke refers to the possibility of co-authoring
a network of stories through the creation of hybrid social
spaces, which intertwine the private and the public. Participants cycle through the city streets to record and listen
personal an intimate stories recorded and tagged by them
to specific locations. A Machine To See With (2010) revitalize the cinema experience with a locative heist film,
in which participants play the lead. A series of automated
phone calls give instructions that lead them through the

city in an attempted robbery of a bank. Fixing Point is an
audio walk about the history of Seamus Ruddy, killed in
1985 by members of the Irish National Liberation Army in
Paris, but whose body was never found. Participants have
to explore the space to find metal fixing points that reveal
fragments of the story.
Blast Theory has been researching, playing and developing
the concepts and technologies involved in location-based
immersive narrative experiences. The artists created awarded artworks [5] as well as relevant outcomes in the field
of Human-Computer Interaction [6] by relating scientific
and artistic inquiries and agendas [7]. This paper brings a
qualitative analysis of the selected case studies to reveal the
particularities and the design challenges of mobile and location-based stories.
2. Mutations in narrative form
Decisive shifts in narrative form and structure succeeded
almost at every invention of a new communication media.

[1] - http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/projects/i-like-frank/
[2] - http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/projects/rider-spoke/
[3] - http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/projects/a-machine-to-see-with/
[4] - http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/projects/fixing-point/

Blast Theory - Rider Spoke
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The emergence of print is probably the most mentioned.
Walter Ong, in Literacy and Orality in Our Times (1978),
clarifies the effects technology has caused on the narrative realm by comparing oral and literate cultures. In oral
cultures, narrative was mnemonic and essentially mediated
by the physical presence of a narrator. Stories had to rely
mainly on the narrator’s memory and expressive power.
Storytellers use to follow a relatively free episodic structure, prosodic features, fixed formulas and standardized
images. These resources support the storytelling practice
and compensate the deviceless agent and recipient’s constraints, in this case the narrator’s and the listeners’ limitations. As Ong (1978) contrasts, the writing manuscripts
came transforming an open epic improvisational structure
into a tightly sequential organized dramatic plot. The controlled sequential ordering of events would not be possible
in oral improvisation, what justifies the fact that the mnemonic features became obsolete with the invention of the
print and the encouragement of silent reading. With the
print, came the birth of the novel. The new narrative form
brought plot structure to unprecedented levels of elaboration.
One of the earliest formulations regarding the core principles governing narratives came from Aristotle on the
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seminal Poetics (1932) book [8]. The quite accurate method
of organizing material later became the first theory of
Western Theatre and still echoes influencing today. On his
notes, Aristotle brought the idea of “unity of action”, or the
needed for building a play around a single unbroken plot
thread. The model presumed a narrative with a fixed structural sequence in three acts – beginning, middle and end;
or protasis, epitasis, and catastrophe - connected through
apparently motivated causes in a time-bound sequence of
actions [9]. By more than two centuries, Narratology actualized and reinforced Aristotle’s propositions to respect

[5] - Blast Theory gained the prestigious “Prix Ars Electronica Golden Nica”
award for Can You See Me Now?, a location-based.
[6] - With I Like Frank, they investigated the interface, the properties and
the boundaries that separate an electronic and a physical space. The inquiry
served as a pivotal concept for a piece of art that explores the possible relationships between people who are online and those who are in the city
streets. With Rider Spoke, they researched location-aware means to detect
the movement through space using the Wi-Fi positioning fingerprinting
system. At the end of the long genesis, they came with this artwork that
explores the particularities of the cityscape and innovates in the interaction
model as well as in the authoring of content.
[7] - Many of Blast Theory projects resulted from a long-term partnership
with the Mixed Reality Lab, at University of Nottingham.
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the plot unity of action. It became a standard of narrative composition and theory. Western literary theory and the
Anglo-American criticism settled comfortably into a neo-Aristotelian tradition (Altman, 2008, 4-5). From Aristotle’s
organizing principle rose the first draw of a plot-based narrative definition. The notion dominated during all the third
quarter of the twentieth century.
The emergence of computers in History meant a new kind of textuality. Particular semiotic possibilities became available
to stories generated by these systems. Computers brought a particular language and structure, based on properties such as
modularity, variability, interactivity, customization and database form (Manovich, 2001). Innovative models situated in a
postmodern culture contested traditional patterns and the classic notions of authorship, authenticity, veracity. Hypertext,
computer games and other narrative applications of digital encoding came to write a new chapter in the technological
history of Narratology. The location awareness and mobility of ubiquitous media has added even more complexity to the
already intricate relation between narrative structure and interactivity.

Blast Theory - I like Frank

Transmedial studies have been pointing to the role that media plays in the narrative realm. The modern narratology
claims to the fact that each medium does not just conduct and transmit messages, but also convey different semantic
values (Ryan, 2004). Following a semiotic approach, media are not all the same as they do not offer the same narrative
resources. Each communication system opens up different affordances at the same time as they impose some constraints
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to the re-presentation of a story. This theoretical perspective informs the thesis that each medium has its specificities,
efficiency, and expressive potential, being a self-contained
system of signs that encodes a story according to some particularities. As Marie-Laure Ryan (2004) stresses, media
are not just a mere pipeline conducting information. These
semiotic channels affect stories form and structure, influencing the kind of stories evoked, how they are told and
also experienced. In other words, a system can influence
narratives on a semantic, syntax and pragmatic level.
In Will New Media Produce New Narratives (2004), Ryan
clarifies how it can happen. Regarding the semantic aspects, a different media favors different variations of the
basic cognitive template. Regarding syntax, a media can
produce distinct manners to present stories. On the pragmatic level, each type of discourse formation will demand
particular interpretative strategies on the part of who is
experimenting it. Moreover, different media may offer distinct modes for participants interact and get involved in the
story. The number of semiotic and sensory channels, the
spatiotemporal extension and the Kinect properties can affect the storytelling experience (Ryan, 2004, 354-356).
Stories are not radically dependent on the media but it is
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a matter of degree. As Herman (2004, 54-56) argues, the
presentational formats shape but not determine stories. The narrative has many parameters that remain unchanged, but the properties of each medium can implement
them in a range of ways. A broad system of constraints and
some other aspects are more resistant in narrative remediation. On the other hand, two media may share narrative
design principles. Features in two different forms might
even be functionally equivalent. This paper attempts to recognize by which means the distinctive principles shaping
the language of locative and mobile media characterizes the
emergent storytelling forms. Moreover, it tries to identify
whether classic narrative architectures still inform and
serve as a model for mobile-based narratives.

[8] - Probably recorded between the years 335 to 323 BC, the writings publicized on the Poetics book were some schematic notes taken by the philosopher and to be orally developed by him in his lessons of the Lyceum on
the subject of poetry.
[9] - To Aristotle, the plot, in a complex structure of incidents, should
present reversals involving a protagonist’s suffering due to a change of
fortune. It should increase in intensity to the climax. Reached the peak, it
should then come gradually to an end in parallel and tone to its beginning.
Symmetrical and carefully controlled rise and fall of tension is what cause
fear and pity on the audience.
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2.1 Affordances e Constraints of the
Mobile Media
The distinctive features of mobile-based narratives are supported
by a media that is wearable, permanently connected and gathering geospatial data. The proposition of participative and embodied storytelling
experiences relies on such portability,
connectivity, and location-awareness properties. As an affordance,
the portable nature of mobile media
supports interaction modes, in which
participants access and generate data
while on the move. As a constraint,
this property influences the type of
the experience that artists can design
to count with the computing capabilities of mobile devices. The computational power of the supporting media
relies, for instance, on the energy capacity of batteries. Batteries become
a crucial variable affecting the creative decisions, as participants should
never run out of charge in the middle
of the story. Memory and bandwidth
are some other portability associated
aspects that can come either limiting
or expanding mobile media potential
as a storytelling tool (Farman, 2013).
Navigational and context-aware technologies are another primary source
to the proposal of these embodied interactions placed in the urban space.
The same capabilities that allow determining with clinical precision participants placing and dislocations represent a crucial surveillance concern
related to who stores and controls the
spatial metadata retrieved by the system (Holmes, 2004). The monitoring
process made by military technologies can even represent a reduction
of Locative Art discourse to a “Neocartesianism” (Hemment, 2004). The
context-awareness capability of mobile media ended up creating distance
rather than proximity to local con-

text when it relates a virtual screenbased representation of the physical
environment to a rigid cartographic
grid and its coordinate system. The
consistent engagement of people and
place has on the connectivity another
obstacle. Even though the property
enables the merging of physical and
virtual worlds, it also poses a crucial challenge regarding the “abstract
global connectedness” discourse (Tuters & Varnelis, 2006, 360-361). Connectivity represents a constraint when
it tends to justify the replacement of
social to virtual interactions.

ity of the media. Rather than disturb,
artists should less overwhelm those
taking part in these embodied narrative experiences. Playing with the
creative misuse of the media, in this
case, means to defamiliarize the habit
of having the attention grabbed by the
handheld screen, or by many multiple
sensory stimuli at once. Participants
should live the space, navigate and
explore it centered on the multimodal
experience evoked by the complexity of the urban areas. The stimulus
should be to look in detail to the environment and have the body senses
activates to the interaction with a
physical world full of connotative and
denotative meanings. The stimulus
can even be to report and share the
experience with a broader audience,
contents that can integrate the narrative.

The immersion and deep engagement
of participants in the hybrid diegetic
space that characterizes mobile-based
narrative experiences represent another challenge related to the connectivity property of the supporting
system. The media that enables participants embodied experience is the The multimodality property of the
same one that they carry with them all mobile media represents a distinctthe time as an extenive feature shaping the
sion of their bodies.
storytelling
practices
Mobile devices are
with mobile and locatTHE CONSISTENT
not part but repive media. Smartphones
ENGAGEMENT
resent the center of
reflect the convergence
OF
PEOPLE
AND
most people’s daily
phenomenon of modern
PLACE
HAS
ON
THE
routines.
Everycommunication (JenCONNECTIVITY
where and overtime,
kins, 2006), presenting
these ubiquitous me- ANOTHER OBSTACLE the technological flexdia propose interacibility of acting through
tions that demand,
several sensory modalitdistract and permanies at one. This capability
ently saturate their users (Townsend, can lead to a variety of approaches in
2012). The always-connected status the designing of mobile-based narratbecomes then a constraint of the me- ives. The same multimodal property
dia, as those constant phone calls, can generate saturation and calmness.
messages, or alerts, when received in It can create complexity by combining
the course of the narrative experience, multiple data sources or even facilitate
can break into seconds participants an embodied experience that relies on
engagement in the narrative experi- sensory channels less disturbing to the
ence.
engagement with location. There are
two correlated challenges when makThe achievement of a less distracting ing use of many, if not all, the several
interaction with mobile devices is a outputs and inputs available on mochallenge related to the multimodal- bile phones. One is to orchestrate the
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presentation of the content, while the
other is to produce meaningful connections between the diverse data
sources.
3 Mobile-based Narratives
3.1 Interaction Model
The interaction proposed by mobile-based narratives translates the
philosophy under the ubiquitous media supporting them. As intended by
the pervasive thinking about computers and computation in the 21st
century, context-aware applications
should gather data that the system can
imply without who is using the media necessarily states (Weiser, 1991).
They monitor individuals by their
mere presence in location, tracking
and correlating, for instance, physical
location and user identity in a comprehensive surveillance (Abowd et at.,
2002). The interaction proposed by
mobile-based narratives follows these
premises. It differs substantially from

the experiences supported by stationary media, which relies on keyboard
and mouse. Participants on screenbased narratives engage through the
manipulation of an avatar situated on
a virtual scenario that they see on the
computer display. Mobile-based stories require participants to perform
similar activities but physically navigating the real world in a performative
behavior.
On the four selected projects of Blast
Theory, implicit mechanisms to sense
participants coexist with explicit
means to collect information, to precise their position and dislocations,
and to predict the context of their interaction. That is the case of a self-report positioning method adopted by
the artists. Blast Theory employs the
implicit inputs of pervasive media to
experiment and challenge established
modalities of experience, rather than
for surveillance purposes. Implicitly
sense participants constitute a mechanism to suggest a more organic and

embodied integration between those
interacting and the surrounding environment. The British group invites
participants to embark on narrative
experiences that require a full body
engagement. The body becomes an
interface in these ambulant experiences. Participants have to perform
and enact, walking as “wandering
nomads” with cognitive and physical
demands while constantly moving
(Scott, 2002). The interaction model
employed by mobile-based narratives
requires all a cognitive and physical
“non-trivial effort” (Farman, 2013).
In Blast Theory projects analyzed here
the spatial exploration of participants
operates as a storytelling engine. The
artists create correlations between the
input information gathered from participant’s body and the data that the
system can derivate and infer from it.
These variations serve to influence in
the triggering of the story discourse.
In A Machine To See With, for instance, participants walking correlates

Blast Theory - Rider Spoke
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to the unfolding of a linear narrative with successive and
sometimes simultaneously events triggered according to
the movement through the city streets. These dislocations
operate as a timeline in a function of time and distance,
as participants move around to depict events correlated to
their location.
Participants’ interaction in mobile-based narratives fundaments in, but goes beyond the mere exploration of physical space. As in other interactive environments, these
storytelling practices let participants establish a reciprocal
dialogue with the system by exploring, manipulating and
contributing to the narrative experience (Parés & Parés,
2001). They can play functions similar to other digital
texts, such as affect the discourse formation, alter the
story, or even create the story on the flow of the interactive section (Ryan, 2011). Blast Theory projects in analysis
demonstrate such diverse possibilities that characterize
mobile-based narratives. In Fixing Point, participants have
to explore the spatialized content to find and collect the
pieces of a fragmented story. They navigate on a wood area
in a metaphoric experience that recalls the idea of digging
information to discover the destiny of a disappeared person. In A Machine To See With, participants manipulate
and affect the story and its discourse by playing the protagonist character on a revenge mission. They explore the
city space in a linear guided manner to trigger events that
happen in particular pre-defined locations. In Rider Spoke,
participants are the ones who create the narrative content.
Their intimate thoughts and memories generate the stories
tagged to individual locations they choose to associate in
the city. In I Like Frank, participants, as players, manipulate the elements in the storyworld to build a narrative
with two layers of story regarding their virtual and physical
experience of location.
The interaction model of each artwork corresponds to the
meaning Blast Theory wants to raise in the narrative experience. Participants can operate such interactive possibilities
through different types of involvement, being external or
internal to the story world (Ryan, 2006, 107-108). When
external, their performance has the potential to reflect on
the discourse level. They are not part of the story, but they
perform the protagonist of the narrative dislocations conducting the unfolding of the events through the actions and
decisions they take in an embodied interaction. When internal, however, they live ontological forms of engagement
turning into a character of the story. As required by Blast
Theory in A Machine To See With, they have to perform
unscripted actions to answer the necessity of generating
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and moving the story forward.
Internal and ontological forms of engagement confer an
emergent quality (Jenkins, 2006) to some mobile-based
stories that take form on the flow of participant’s experience and depend on their activity and decisions. These
forms of interaction are what most approximate mobile-based narratives to game experiences. The constant
use of game dynamics also comes to contribute to the engagement of participants even when they are external to
the story world. Playfulness becomes a strategy for artists
working with mobile and locative media.
3.2 Narrative Structure
Storytelling practices with mobile and locative media follow the modular and participative features of digital textuality. As in other computer-based objects, they support
the construction of fragmented, fluid and variable stories,
programmable and customized according to individual
preferences (Manovich, 2001). The combination of topdown and bottom-up design planning strategies comes
negotiating the storyteller’s guidance role and participants’
ability to alter or to contribute to the narrative formation
(Ryan, 2006, 99-100). The interactive architectures derived
from that let participants perform several operations on
the system, exerting some degrees of control in the creative proceedings. Artists act as choreographers, who concede to those joining the artwork some degree of freedom.
The ability to take and performing decisions waiting for
the outcomes get from that intend to generate the sense of
agency on participants (Murray, 1997).
Mobile-based narratives keep following the digital cult of
non-linearity, employing a logic of temporality and causality that liberate the traditional necessity of connecting
the story events in a focus chain. Some narratives that do
not restrict time to linearity and truncation of thought,
comes subverting Aristotle’s (1932) notions regarding plot
structure, what are a standard for the storytelling practice
(Altman, 2008) and reference to neo-Aristotelian models
(Freytag, 1896; Todorov, 1971). Blast Theory artists seek
digital principles to organize narratives, but they did not
operate a complete rupture with classic parameters, such
as the use of causal relations and chronological patterns to
support a controlled rise and fall of tension. Two of the
selected projects remark such possibility of having the unidirectionality of time, logic and causality coexisting with
structuring models that presuppose the multilinearity
presented on branching schemes. A Machine To See With
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and Fixing Point, for instance, have a linear plot built upon
reversals involving a protagonist and with apparently motivated causes that connect the trajectory of events. Nevertheless, in discursive terms, these narratives are fragmented and fluid, exposing the variability and customization
typical of digital texts.
In the four case studies investigated, Blast Theory merges
open and closed structures, interactive and linear schemes.
The artists define the borders of the experience and then
let participants free to engage with the content by different means. Though the pre-defined initial and ending moments, the middle of the storytelling experience is open to
the customization according to individual decisions taken
by participants. The degree of participants’ agency and control varies. A Machine To See With, for instance, exerts intentional and strict guidance of participants through their
navigation in the city with a scripted story that translates
the citizens’ impotence framed by the story. On the other
hand, Rider Spoke illustrates the opposite situation. In the
piece, participants are free to explore the urban space with
their bikes, to tell their stories on the flow of their experience, and to decide the connections they want to establish
between this content and the place they navigate. The only
guidance received comes from questions posed by artists to
stimulate the telling of personal and intimate stories.
Participants’ engagement can even approximate to those of
players in role-playing games. They are placed in a fictional
setting and have to take responsibility for the role given to
them. They are responsible for a structured process of decision-making and sometimes for the development of the
character in the narrative context. From games comes such
openness to plan and live the story rather than to alter the
telling. I Like Frank follows these traits with an embedded
story having a central and prominent role aligned to the
intricate gameplay directed to generate an emergent and
parallel narrative authored by players. Participants have
the freedom to make choices and collaborate with others
planning their activities led to a goal.
3.3 Connections between content and site
The design of narratives mediated by mobile technologies
attain to but goes beyond the negotiation of these topdown and bottom-up strategies that generates open-closed
structures. The mapping of the story onto the geographic
space is a fundamental unifying principle present in these
storytelling forms. Their discursive strategies include the
dialogue artists need to establish with a fluid and am-
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biguous urban environment. Blast Theory, for instance,
has the crucial demand of finding places that “speak” for
themselves to geolocate the story experience. The necessity of encountering purposeful locations becomes one of
the most relevant parts in the formulation of these narratives, what extrapolates standard procedures in the design
process of interactive artworks. The demand for choosing
places require a substantial effort from artists, as they need
to take into account issues that go from practical and logistic aspects to the interactive and subjective ones. In A
Machine To See With, for instance, the preparation work
done by Blast Theory includes finding the required sites to
geolocated the story, then planning routes across the city
to check whether it is an appropriate location. In a positive case, they might so rewrite and record the phone calls
according to the chosen places. All of this on-site set-up is
a core demand of such narrative practices, what can have a
great impact on the content formulation and in the interactive experience of participants. The definition of location
in mobile-based projects is important as determining the
appropriate technical infrastructures.
Blast Theory has also to deal with the fact that cities are
a fluid space full of inconstancies. Moreover, they have to
count the risks and technical implications intrinsic to this
urban setting. Accidents, for instance, is a real issuing for
this kind of projects that engage people in an active exploration through the public space. Blast Theory artists,
in works such as I Like Frank, respond to these variables
by orchestrating participants’ experience from behind the
scenes. A team monitor participants to avoid some of the
implied risks of immersive gaming experiences happening
in the city streets. The inconstancy of the urban areas is
also imperative to the adoption of iterative design processes (Sales & Zimmerman, 2003). The iterations serve to
check whether some of the creative ideas are technologically available, as well as to evaluate the variables of location
that could interfere with participants’ experience.
The use of the geographic space and its elements as an extension of the story turns into one of the most relevant and
distinguishing aspects of these live narrative experiences
placed in the city streets. The storytelling practices with
pervasive media come rethinking space and the options
for narration as artists have the potential to extrapolate
an objectifying Cartography and its relations established
between content and sites. Blast Theory, for example, employs these military technologies to create ambiguity rather
than to determine a rigid precision. In most of the cases,
they propose critical or reflexive incursions in the city.
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Blast Theory converts the city into a
diegetic space full of connotative and
denotative meanings. They turn this
fluid urban space into a story world
loaded with elements and content
intended to motivate participants’
action, mostly directed to search and
discover. The experiments include the
formulation of navigational practices
in a diegetic space marked by the ambiguity that comes from the merging
of fictional and real domains. The
audience has to actively participate
in a liminal state between absorption
in the diegesis and attention in the
physicality of the real world (Rieser,
2011). The performative navigation
in an ambiguous space turns into an
essential property characterizing their
mobile-based narratives. Blast Theory establishes meaningful relations
between location and content even
when employing an arbitrary instead
of a situated mapping. The artists do
that by previously identifying connotative elements present in the area

where the narrative experience will
take place, and then explicitly incorporating it into the experience. The
adaptation turns into a matter of finding the essential contextual requirements needed to create the ambience
evoked by the narrative. Such degree
of mapping varies according to each
project and to the location selected by
artists to transpose and link the story.
The context-awareness does not generate narratives that are specific to a
particular site. Nevertheless, building
stories for neutral spaces minimize
the restructuring needed when touring with this type of artworks. Context-aware narrative experiences designed to neutral spaces have a more
straightforward transposition to different contexts when compared to the
site-specific ones.
Conclusion
When it comes to technology, a reasoning that derives from a modernist
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ideology commonly puts progress
and other glamorous connotations as
inherent conditions of technical innovations. The enthusiasm with “the
new” is so the first reaction of people
supposedly forward-thinking. This
paper attempted to skip from this
usual stir around what is cutting edge
and avant-garde to answer whether
a technological context is stimulating
a structural change in the narrative
realm. Rather than glorifying a digitalist dominant discourse, it ratified a
transmedia-aware approach by considering mobile and locative communication systems as influential in
the understanding of the storytelling
practice that they give support. As semiotic channels with particularities in
their language, these media do print
marks on the content they mediate.
Some properties affect narratives in a
syntax and pragmatic level, such as the
multimodality, the mobility in space,
the connection to digital databases
and the assignment of location data
37

to elements in physical environments.
Location-awareness, connectivity and
portability represent major affordances of mobile and locative media to
the creation of innovative narrative
forms. These capabilities come enabling artists to transpose storytelling
experiences from confined environments to a very peculiar diegetic space,
which results from the meaningful integration between digital content and
physical places. Affordances and constraints come favoring the generation
of some particular modes to present
stories and correspondent mechanisms for participants interact and get
involved in Locative Art narratives.
VANESSA SANTOS
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Introduction to Part 5 of Han Hoogerbrugge’s “Hotel” (2004-2006)

INTERACTIVE WEBCOMICS
Daniele Giampà
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New Media have accustomed us to
discovering forms of expression that
are always different and in continuous evolution. Starting with e-mail
- which has replaced almost all paper
letters in favour of a faster and more
immediate correspondence - to instant messaging on mobile phones and
video calls that we can make from our
computer. The communication modes
have been continuously modified and
adapted to all electronic devices.
Technological development has also
brought important innovations in
electronic literature and interactive
Webcomics as we will see below. The
very practice of reading and writing
has changed. We learned to read hypertexts, to summarize poems in two
sentences with hashtags (#) and to use
multimedia pages. Often the written
text is accompanied by a video or images. We read in a multilinear, multimodal and multimedia way. In short,
with new media we have developed a
reading ability that is defined by the
term multiliteracy.
Multiliteracy includes all types of use
of Internet content, differing from sequential reading of a written text on
paper. The way we perceive a multimedia text has deep pedagogical and
aesthetic implications. In fact, it is a
fundamental concept for electronic
literature as it is a starting point and
also a finishing point. Observations
on the functions of communication of
electronic devices therefore form an
important basis for the study of electronic literature.
Interactive Webcomics: New Web
Languages
There is a literary tradition that fits
very well into this digital context.
The combination of text, sounds and
images that characterises electronic

On the home page of “Buying Time” (2013), author Casey J. provides instructions for navigation.

literature is the narrative technique
of comics. Comics is certainly a literary genre that is little considered and
underestimated in the literary field.
Defined as “consumer literature”,
“paraliterature” or even “trivial literature” (Trivialliteratur in German)
comics have never found full recognition in the literary scene.
Instead, one can find many analogies
between the works of electronic literature and comics: the rhythm of reading, the sequence of the cartoons, the
spatial-temporal connections between
the different cartoons, the images, the
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colours, the sounds and the movement. All these narrative elements
work very well on a paper medium
- and in the mind of the reader - and
they fit equally well with New Media.
The interactive webcomics are created
from the multimedia combination and
the multimodal combination.
Donald Duck in the web maze
Comics present many narrative expedients that bring to light all those
technological functions that make
pleasant - or less pleasant, as many
lovers of (monomedial) print liter40

ature strive to adapt to multiliteracy
- works of electronic literature. It is
therefore useful to focus on the aspects that act as joining links between
comics, electronic literature and interactive webcomics.
Consider the adjective ‘interactive’.
First of all, it is necessary to distinguish between the two major types of
comics in the web. A webcomic can
be published as a comic panel as it appears in a comic book. The comic is
then reproduced on a website in the
traditional form of a paper comic. The
interactive webcomic is, instead, a digital creation, or, to use a term in current use, digital born. The cartoons
and the different ways of using them
are drawn and programmed with specific software. This means that you
have images that move with a mouse
click, texts that appear and disappear,
or different audio-visual effects that
accompany the reading.
This initial distinction also applies
to electronic literature in general. As
with comics, a novel or a short story
can also be published in Portable Document Format (PDF) and read on a
computer screen or an ebook reader.
But it is a mere transposition from paper to digital, without further changes
in the reading of the work. The same
can be said of texts published in a
blog that follow the logic of a book or
newspaper. The changes that can be
made to the text are minimal (comments from readers, links to external
pages, etc.).
The works defined as digital born, on
the other hand, are intrinsically tied to
the digital medium and, unlike PDF
files, cannot be reproduced on paper
without losing their essential functions of fruition. Put simply, a work
must pass the “printer test”: if a comic

or text published on the web is printable on paper it does not fall into the
category of electronic literature.
The pact between author and reader
In “Buying Time” (http://buyingtime.
the-comic.org/) a “digital animated
webcomic”, as the author defines it on
his website, presents both the interactive mode of fruition and the writing mode of a static blog, in the part
below the cartoon table.
The author provides his readers with
numerous explanations and indications which, on the one hand, serve
to describe the interactive webcomic
and on the other hand, to facilitate the
use of the tables. On a pink band at the
top of the web page there are several
sections: Home, Archive, About, Cast,
FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions),
Media, Donate, Links, Fan Art and
Subscribe.
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
archive/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
about/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
cast/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
faq/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
media/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
donate/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
links/
http://buyingtime.the-comic.org/
Fanart/
https://comicfury.com/comic.
php?action=addsubscription&cid=14253
In the FAQ section the author provides
definitions of some terms and, at the
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bottom of the page, an interactive
map of Hyperion City, where the plot
is set. The characters of the cyberpunk
novel are briefly presented in the Cast
section while in About there are explanations regarding the work itself,
the way it should be read and some
information about the author Casey J.
With a click on the Home button,
the last page of the last chapter of the
webcomic opens. Under the frame
of the opening sticker there are the
navigation instructions on the previous or following pages. Even further
down the author has created a space
for “comments” open to readers. This
is the part in which, as in a blog, the
author interacts with his readers. Yet
this interaction does not change the
plot.
On the first page the author gives a
brief explanation, written in the typical comic strips, of how the webcomic
should be read and how the different
indications should be interpreted.
The author then moves on different
levels of communication to address his
readers: in addition to the narrative
level of the novel “Buying Time”, we
find some metaliterary texts, or texts
in which the author speaks of his work
and then, on a third level, the author
addresses personally to his readers in
the comments space as well as in other
sections of the page (Media, Donate,
Links, Fan Art, Subscirbe). Of the
three communication levels chosen
by the author, the metaliterary level
is the most distinctive for interactive
webcomics. The explanations of the
work and the navigation instructions
are the basis of the reader’s interaction. In a sense, the author makes a
pact with the readers, or determines
how the reader should move within
the work.
41

Image from “Nawlz” (2008-2009) by Stuart Campbell

Analogies between webcomics and
print literature
Metanarration is also another joining link that connects webcomics to
electronic literature and also to print
literature. In works of electronic literature, these explanatory texts are
commonly included to facilitate navigation. In the tradition of print literature we find many books called “meta
novels” that are distinguished by passages which deal with the writing of
the book itself or reflections on, for
example, the meaning of the novel.
According to the basic scheme of communication, conceived by the Russian
linguist Roman Jakobson, communication is achieved between a sender and
an receiver through a medium (also
called code), which can be the spoken
language, a written text, images or any
other means of communication. In
addition, communication takes place
at various levels and with different

functions. Jakobson also provided a
metalinguistic function that refers to
the message and is exactly the level of
communication in question.
There is a long literary tradition that
has as an underlying theme, hidden among various metaphors, literature itself or writing. Among the
many books that use this narrative
expedient we can remember “Six
Characters in Search of an Author”
by Luigi Pirandello, “The Game of
the Goose” by Edoardo Sanguineti,
which is very similar to “Hopscotch”
by Julio Cortázar, “Mist” by Miguel
de Unamuno, “Bohemian Lights” by
Ramón María del Valle-Inclán, “The
Neverending Story” by Michael Ende
and the hyper-novels by Italo Calvino,
who took his inspiration from the
story “The Garden of Forking Paths”
by Jorge Luís Borges.
The reflection on literature, the word
(see on this topic “The Writing of
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the God”, in Aleph by J. L. Borges),
the narration and the writing is in
fact a very ancient tradition that goes
back to the times of the “Thousand
and One Nights”, in which the story
of Shahrazad is narrated, who had
to invent every night a fairy tale to
escape death. Some passages of the
book fulfill the function of metaliterary texts which deal with her role as
a narrator. This work was taken as a
model by Álvaro Cunqueiro for his
novel “When the old Sinbad returns
to the Islands”, in which the journey,
the landscape, the natural elements,
but also the objects and the colors are
metaphors and symbols of literature
and writing.
In “The Neverending Story” Michael
Ende imagines a child reading a science fiction novel who later becomes
the protagonist in the very story he
is reading; a ‘neverending’ story because the existence of the Kingdom of
Fantasia (a metaphor for fantasy and
42

JORDAN - MIDWAY MESSAGE from the GYRE
Argon Zark! (1995) by Charley Parker, considered one of the first webcomics

literature) depends on his willingness to invent the continuation of the plot.
The two Spanish authors, on the other hand, include
in their novels reflections on their own writing style. In
“Mist” Unamuno explains his concept of ‘nivola’ and ends
the novel with a direct encounter between the author and
the protagonist of the novel, during which they talk about
the relationship between author and fictitious characters.
In “Bohemian Lights”, instead, Valle-Inclán offers the
definition of “esperpento” on which obviously the novel
itself is based.
This short overview should help us understand that some
narrative expedients of print literature are similar to the
reading and writing practice of works of electronic literature. All these authors combine different types of text
in their novels - dialogues, monologues, drama, folklore,
short stories, fantastic tales, symbolism, etc. - thus creating
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

a broader narrative structure that includes narrative and
metanarrative levels. They actually show how the book is
build and take the reader by the hand and explicate the plot.
Italo Calvino moves on another level and in his hyper-novels he addresses his readers directly. At the beginning of the
ten chapters of “If on a Winter’s Night a Traveler” the author addresses the Reader in second person, thus involving
anyone reading his book. Calvino’s hyper-novel is made up
of several novels that alternate continuously and in which
the Readers - that is the actual name of the two protagonists, la Lettrice and il Lettore - sometimes take on the role
of protagonists. In this case, metanarration serves to show
and to highlight the very structure of a novel, or rather the
hypertext. In this regard, Calvino illustrates in the presentation of the book a map of the different novels that make up
the novel and their respective connection between them.
Here is a new joining link that allows us to find analogies
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between print and electronic literature (and thus interactive webcomics). The narrative structure that links the different texts, stories or novels is a hypertext, or a system
of texts linked together. Similarly, digital born works are
based on the hypertext language of the Internet and the
metaliterary texts (the various explanations and indications
mentioned above) are used to navigate from one text to
another.
To end this digression on the narratology of print literature, we can recall the words of Calvino. In the Presentation of “The Castle of Crossed Destinies”, written in
October 1973, Calvino reveals that after writing “The
Castle of Crossed Destinies” and “The Tavern of Crossed
Destinies” he wanted to write a third text using a “modern visual material” instead of the tarot. He then asks us a
question: “What is the contemporary equivalent of tarot as
a representation of the collective unconscious?” He sugges-

ted the use of “dramatic, adventurous, fearful comics (...):
gangsters, terrified women, spaceships, vamps, air warfare, mad scientists.” He would have added to the other two
texts, “The Motel of Crossed Destinies”, which would have
had a similar narrative frame: “Some people who escaped
a mysterious catastrophe” Calvino writes “find refuge in
a semi-destroyed motel, where only a burned newspaper
sheet remained: the page of comics. The survivors, who
lost their word for fear, tell their stories by indicating the
cartoons, but not following the order of each strip: moving
from one strip to another in vertical columns or diagonally.”
The role of the reader
Calvino’s intuition brings us back to our discourse on interactive digital comics. We can now try to identify some characteristics of comics that the author could have considered
for his third novel. The following four works present different narrative strategies compared to the works seen so
far and help us to better understand the relationship that
the author establishes with the readers.

In “These Memories Won’t Last” (2016) by Stuart Campbell, the comic strips and the text move vertically in opposite directions by scrolling the mouse.

The first three works have been published by the publishing house Submarine Channel (https://submarinechannel.
com/), a Media Lab founded in 2001 with offices in Amsterdam and Los Angeles, which produces documentaries,
animations and interactive transmedia with the aim of experimenting with the new narrative techniques brought
by the new media. The authors of the three interactive
webcomics have chosen a different strategy than “Buying
Time” to address readers.
The Art of Pho
In “The Art of Pho” (https://artofpho.submarinechannel.
com/), by the British artist Julian Hanshaw, we do not find
the informative texts for the fruition of the work. The
entries for the sections About, Episodes, Making of, Trailer
and Press are displayed on the start page. The About button leads to a window containing a brief explanation of the
graphic novel and the presentation of the author, his collaborators and the publishing house Submarine Channel.
Here we learn that the graphic novel is about Little Blue,
a surreal creature who moves to the city of Ho Chi Minh
(Saigon) in Vietnam where he learns the art of Pho. We can
also follow the link that leads us to the Submarine Channel
page where, as in “Buying Time”, we can write comments.
However, we are led to intuitively choose one of the eight
paintings in the Episodes section. In fact, the engine of the
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narration of this webcomic is our curiosity, which leads us
to discover what lies behind the eight cartoons, as we do
after all in the other sections of the page. Everything is intuitive: the loading of each page is illustrated by a bowl that
fills slowly with soup and we understand immediately that
it is the Pho mentioned in the presentation in About.

On closer inspection, the newspaper is entitled after an
interview with the authors Jacamon and Matz in which
they summarise the meaning of the work. As you can read,
the comic goes beyond the violent events of a thriller. The
work is “about a man coping with his own fears and loneliness, looking for a way to live in a world he resents.”

We discover that the navigation from one cartoon to another is automatic and that we can stop the video by clicking on the stop icon or advance by clicking on one of the
white dots that we see below the cartoon. Our navigation is
guided by objects that are sometimes highlighted by a blue
frame.

The authors also claim that interactive comics is “a new
medium and a new way to tell a story; it’s not movies, it’s
not comics, but a kind of in-between medium that includes
interactivity.” (...) “As authors, they have less control over
the pace of the story,” the article continues, “but at the same
time we enjoy thinking the viewer will be able to play with
the elements of the story” the authors conclude.

In the first cartoon of the first episode, for example, the
arrow of the mouse turns into a key that we obviously approach the steering wheel to start the car and the sound of
the engine in the background is a clear signal of what we
have to do. The journey by car then begins as soon as we
press the gas pedal highlighted in the following cartoon.
In the first three cartoons of the third episode we see the
objects highlighted with the blue color and we pass from
one cartoon to another where different images of objects,
rooms and objects inside them follow one another. The
whole story of Little Blue is narrated in this way and we
learn to be led by audio-visual effects and to follow the animations accompanied by music in the background.
The Killer
The webcomic “The Killer” (http://killer.submarinechannel.com/) begins after a short introduction in which the
publishing house Submarine Channel and the authors of
the original comic “Le Tueur” (2001) Luc Jacamon and
Alexis Nolent in Matz art, with background music, are
presented. To find more information about the work and
the authors we can click one of the three links always visible at the bottom of the page: About, More Motion Picture
and Contact links all lead to respective pages of the Submarine Channel blog.
https://submarinechannel.com/motioncomics/the-killer/
https://submarinechannel.com/animation/
https://submarinechannel.com/contact/
In the opening cartoon (http://killer.submarinechannel.
com/navigate) you can recognize a desk seen from above
and you are induced, as in the graphic novel before, to explore with the mouse the objects that are presented here.
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Next to the newspaper there is a business card on which we
read the names of the creators of interactive comics. The
diary in the middle of the desk opens with a click, presenting the twelve chapters of the work in the form of photographs. Again, you just have to hover your mouse over the
photos and get involved in the story of the Killer.
The cartoons are animated images that follow each other
like in a film and the readers interaction is indicated by the
change of the cursor shape from an arrow to a hand. The
interaction modes vary from clicking, dragging or holding
the mouse button. In this work too, you are obliged to advance in the story by examining the elements of the story,
as the authors suggest in the interview in the newspaper on
the desk, with the mouse cursor.
At the end of each episode you can choose whether to return to the apartment, where you will find the desk, or to
go to the following episode.
Hotel
The third work published by Submarine Channel, called
interactive tale, is more complex. The webcomic “Hotel”
(http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/splash.html), created
by Dutch digital artist Han Hoogerbrugge, is illustrated in
a small window that appears with a click on one of the ten
parts or chapters: Car Crash (part 1), The Plane (part 2)
Choke (part 3) and Melt Down (part 4). Each chapter is
introduced by an explanation of what is happening and on
the left side of the window we find a list with the episode
numbers of the selected chapter and the other chapters, as
well as information about navigation (Help) and a caption,
different in each chapter, of Dr. Goldin (Comic).
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Episode 1 of “The Art of Pho” (2010) by Julian Hanshaw

http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part1-episode1/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part1-episode2/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part2-episode1/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part2-episode2/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part3-episode1/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part3-episode2/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part4-episode1/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part4-episode2/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part5-episode1/index.jsp
http://hotel.submarinechannel.com/
part5-episode2/index.jsp
Of all three works, “Hotel” is the most
complex and intricate. The animated
cartoons show very short episodes of
the story about the experiments of Dr.
Doglin, Dr. Goldin’s counterpart, in
a hotel not better specified. With the
hand cursor you can activate the characters of the story, which move in a
repetitive, sporadic way and isolated
from each other. In some cases you see
dialogues, carried out by the cursor,
which increase the sense of estrange-

ment and perplexity in the much intricate plot as in chapter five (episode
two) where Dr. Doglin teaches his patient to fly.
The control of the plot
Let’s now see interactive comics that
are characterized by the way they are
used and that bring us back to the comment of the authors of “The Killer” on
the freedom of interaction at the expense of the control of the plot.
The following works are read from
top to bottom and have a very limited
level of interaction. In the first work
that we analyze, Matt Huynh’s “The
Boat” (http://www.matthuynh.com/
the-boat-1/), interactive texts and
images alternate, brushstrokes and
background music that tell the story,
divided into six chapters, of Mai, a 16
year old girl who escapes from Saigon
after the fall/liberation of the city in
1975. We can even opt for the Auto
Scroll function that starts the webcomic as a movie.
The same technique, but without
background music, can be found
in another work by Matt Hyunh,
“Magpie Magpie” (http://www.
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magpie-magpie.com/) and in the
works published on the website
Webtoons. Among the many webcomics we can mention some works
in the Thriller/Chiller section such as
“Bongcheon - Dong Ghost” (https://
www.webtoons.com/en/thriller/
chiller/bongcheon-dong-ghost-horang/viewer?title_no=536&episode_
no=22) and “Knock Knock” (https://
www.webtoons.com/en/thriller/
chiller/knock-knock-horang/viewer?title_no=536&episode_no=21) by
Horang or “Home Alone” (https://
www.webtoons.com/en/thriller/
chiller/home-alone-giryang/viewer?title_no=536&episode_no=18)
by Giryang. The cartoons are mostly
static and although we are told that
we must activate the audio there are
no sounds or acoustic effects. This
creates a sense of suspense to increase
the surprise effect of a few animated
cartoons (forgive me for spoiling the
only special effect of the two comics).
The latest example of this list of interactive webcomic presents an important innovation compared to all the
works we have seen so far. The plot of
“Prequel or Making a Cat Cry” (http://
www.prequeladventure.com/)
by artist Kazerad, in fact, is built on
the basis of the comments of readers
who can write comments in the space
provided below the cartoons. There
is a new element in the animated cartoons that are read from top to bottom. From time to time we see a cloud
appear with a comment from a reader,
selected by the author. Unlike other
works, the blog for readers has a central function in the creation of the plot.
In this way the author grants greater
freedom to his readers and makes
them participate in the creation of his
work. It is not so much a collective
work, because the author selects some
suggestions from the blog and it is always he who draws the cartoons, but
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certainly his readers act as co-authors
of the webcomic. The author’s different use of the comment section is a
choice that changes the relationship
with its readers in a decisive way and
also modifies the paradigm of the role
of readers, or adds one more function
to the activities granted to readers.
This innovation brings us back to
the communication system scheme
we saw at the beginning. The relationship between sender and receiver
that is realized through the medium
(language, book, etc.) changes when
the medium is modified. The choice
of web use, therefore, has profound
implications in the narratology and
in the way of reading webcomics. We
should therefore shift our attention to
the medium itself and bring to light
some other important aspects that
concern webcomics.
The potential of the medium
The web allows to create new tech-

niques of narration thanks to the possibility to combine the different forms
of expression (text, images, sound) in
a sequence that can be modified at will
by both the author and the reader, as
we have seen in some cases. The authors of a multimedia work organize
the different parts of the narration on
the basis of the hypertext, the structure of the web, which results in the
phenomenon of multiliteracy, or the
simultaneous use of different media
(text, image, sound) which we have
approached step by step in our analysis.
Now we realize that the possibilities
of combination are numerous, indeed, the American cartoonist and
comic artist Scott McCloud speaks of
infinite canvas (http://scottmccloud.
com/4-inventions/canvas/index.
html) referring to the writing space
created by the hypertext. In his famous books on comics, “Understanding Comics” (1993) and “Reinventing

Comics” (2000), McCloud compares
the web space to a map that we look
at through a window that, in this
analogy, is the computer screen. Let’s
imagine that we are looking at a city
map with a magnifying glass - here,
the lens we hold in our hands is the
computer screen that we can move in
different directions to follow, for example, the course of a river or a road.
The computer screen, therefore, is no
longer a page of a book or, rather, a
cartoon panel, but a window (a magnifying glass or a frame) that we move
within the space of a web page. Web
technology obliges us to change the
way we create comics, but also the
way we read them, our approach to
comics, and further the way we distribute them and the way we protect
copyright.
The adaptation of comics to the new
medium opens a long discussion on
the history, theory and aesthetics of

Navigation in Matt Huynh’s “The Boat” (2015) is also done in an automatic mode
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comics in which we do not venture in this essay. We simply
say that all these topics also concern electronic literature
and that, following the logic of our analysis, they act as
links between printed literature, electronic literature and
webcomics.
Examples for the theory of the infinite canvas are given
to us by McCloud himself: “Brad’s Somber Mood” (http://
www.scottmccloud.com/1-webcomics/mi/mi-03/mi03.html) and “Zot! Online: “Hearts and Minds” (http://
scottmccloud.com/1-webcomics/zot/zot-01/zot-01.html)
. Other works presenting the same technique are “To
be continued” (http://tobecontinuedcomic.com/about)
(2014) by Lorenzo Ghetti, “First Word” (http://www.electricsheepcomix.com/delta/firstword/) by Patrick Farley,
“The Wormworld Saga” (https://www.wormworldsaga.
com/about.php) (2010) by Daniel Lieske and “Hobo Lobo
of Hamelin” (http://hobolobo.net/what-is-this-thing)
(2011) by Stevan Živadinović.
The creative force of the cartoonist

The photos in the folder must be dragged with the mouse. “The Killer” (2001) by Jacamon & Matz

To end our journey in the world of webcomics, we shift
our attention to the third element of the communication
system, namely the author. We have seen that interactive
comics by virtue of new media bring about a change in the
role of the reader and that the changes, both in the medium and in the fruition of a work, depend mainly on the
decisions and computer skills of the cartoonist who tries to
use the web.
The author chooses the degree of complexity of the work
and the reader’s interaction. While technological innovation offers new possibilities, it also presents comic book
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makers with new challenges of an artistic, conceptual,
practical and historical nature (with reference to the conventions of paper publishing).

ics are very well adapted to the multimedia, multimodal
and multilinear context of the web, thanks to those narrative expedients that have always distinguished them.

It is interesting to remember at this point Scott McCloud’s
observation, in “Reinventing Comics”, that the non-sequential structure of the hypertext follows a logic exactly opposite to the narration mode of comic strips, which is by
definition “sequential art”. The American cartoonist solves
this dilemma by giving the web the possibility to renew the
world of comics and to start a new evolution of this artistic
form.

These analogies highlight the nature and logic of electronic
literature and help us to better understand the changing
relationship between the three instances of the communication system, namely author, medium and reader, brought
about by new media. On the other hand, however, looking
back to the past, we find the same inventiveness, the same
creative spirit and the desire to tell in authors of printed
literary works and comics.

Let’s now see the works of one of the best cartoonists who
created interactive webcomics. Stuart Campbell in art Sutu
is an Australian comic artist who has published several interactive comics on the web over the last ten years, such as
“Nawlz” (https://www.nawlz.com/) set in a city (Nawlz is a
contraction of ‘night’ and ‘urban sprawl’) in which comics,
graffiti and digital art come together in an extraordinary
sequence and rhythm.

In every age of the long history of media, since the invention of printing, there have always been authors who have
exploited the creative possibilities of the means of communication and found alternative solutions to overcome the
limitations imposed by the medium itself. Hypertextual
texts, for instance, existed long before the invention of the
web. What we experience nowadays with the New Media
is the realization of some of the literary expedients, or literary experiments that were conceived by authors of print
literature. Electronic literature is, in a way, a development
of the hypertextual, multilinear, multimodal and interactive way of reading that could not be fully carried out on
paper, but that can be accomplished in the digital context.

Also in “The Ocean is Broken” (http://ocean.sutueatsflies.
com/) he manages to exploit in an exemplary way the technology and to surprise the reader with interesting combinations of cartoons, text and sound. The comic panel
continuously takes on new forms with a simple horizontal
scrolling of the mouse and the cartoons move, on a layer
superimposed on the background image, alternately from
left to right and from top to bottom.
In the short story of “Jack & The Swordfish” (http://jack.
sutueatsflies.com/) the cartoons are activated by clicking on the arrows below a small, central table. The table
always assumes a new subdivision: a whole cartoon, two
or three horizontal cartoons, sometimes static and sometimes animated. Unlike other works, the text is read by a
voice. Finally, Sutu creates a special effect in “Memories”
(http://memories.sutueatsflies.com/), a vertical scrolling
webcomic that stands out for the simplicity of the opposite
movement of images, which descend from the top of the
screen, and texts, which instead go upwards, connected by
a red rope, activated by the scrolling of the mouse.
Alternative solutions
From a purely narratological point of view we can say in
conclusion that comics share many narrative techniques
with works of electronic literature and some works of
printed literature. Moreover, we have observed that com-
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Joanna Montgomery, Pillow Talk

TRANSDISCIPLINARITY
NEW TREND IN
ART, SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

Dominika Sobolewska
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related fields of design and art. What
brings these disciplines together is
most of all the fascination of new
technologies and various implications
coming from this fact. Their interest
in the interactive aspect of creating
artefacts is particularly curious. It is
probably connected to the possibility
of triggering a wide spectrum of stimuli on the spectator.

Usman Haque, Scents of Space

New quality of space in the face of
transdiscyplinarity and new technologies
“Today’s concept of space comprises more
movement and traverses beyond the
visual space towards the much deeper sensual space.” [1] Edward Hall
Contemporary reality, where the interdisciplinary exchange is a commonplace, is a period of prosperity for the
artists to create new quality of space.
One of the outcome of such exchanges
are interactive spaces which are built
on the grounds of art, architec-ture
and design. Such environments are
often results of the collaboration of
architects, artists, designers and other
essential experts. Sometimes there
are also programmers, robotics specialists, and even biologists, mathematicians, chemists, and physicists on
the project team. The architects and
designers, by adapting the strategies
and tech-niques developed on the
grounds of new media art, partially
become artists them-selves. Some of
them even take another step forward.
By following the newest trends in interaction, they create hybrid spaces
whose behaviour resembles mechanisms cre-ated in other fields of science

and even live organisms. The ever
growing expansion of new forms of
communication in modern technological reality caused the emergence of
new types of spaces, time, identity,
lasting, or availability. It constitutes a
challenge for the artists-designers, but
also it is a new room for manoeuvre.
The sensory character of responsive
and interactive spaces
“A work of art is no longer a painting, a
two dimensional window to the world, but
becomes a door to a multisensory event
[...]”. [2] Peter Weibel
“I treat the media as an elongation of
our body, more precisely, of our sensorium and communication devices”. Kurt
Hentschlager
Contemporary artists-designers are,
as stated by Gene Youngblood describing the computer revolution in
the context of cultural phenomena,
so called artists of New Renaissance.
They go beyond the historically
shaped territories, belonging to the
intel-ligentsia with the humanistic
background on the one hand, and diehard scientists on the other. It is also
symptomatic when concerning the
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A good metaphor of this phenomenon
is one of the scenes from the film
Dreams by Akira Kurosawa. The story
Crows shows a situation where the
protagonist looking at Van Gogh’s
painting finds himself inside it. Gaining the direct contact with the already
three-dimensional landscape, he sets
the crows in motion.
The presented motif serves as a good
example of the fact that the urge of
crossing borders between the visual
and the physical is not strange to a
human being. Although there were
many attempts of crossing that border, for example illusory painting,
three-dimensional photography or
happening, it seems that only now it is
entirely possible.
The dream of finding oneself inside a
painting, breaking the wall between
the spec-tator and the piece of art,
has finally lived to see the times when
all our senses may traverse across invisible barriers, experiencing all the
aspects even from a remote envi-ronment. “It can be said we are dealing no
longer with engaging one’s imagination, but rather the senses. The multimedia perception once more engages

[1] - Hall, op. cit., p. 122.
[2] - As cited in P. Zawojski, O sztuce interaktywnej. Available at: <http://www.fil.us.edu.
pl/film-i-media/zawoj/PZsztint.html>, [access:
01.06.2012].
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the whole sphere of human sensuality, with an unprecedented intensity.” Interactive multimedia open up endless possibilities when it comes to intensifying
human experiences derived from meetings with art or architecture. It seems
though that the biggest room for manoeuvre is offered by interactive spaces.
One of the most significant works in Poland, characteristic of this area, is Intuited Space (1996) by Krzysztof Mazur [3]. The artist’s main thoughts revolve
around shaping a new sensitivity for experiencing, decoding, and understanding of medialized environment. His research also focuses on the user who is the
centre of the experimental zone. The presence of a person moving around the
space activates its specific stimuli. These sensations influence the users, teaching them a specific receptive sensitivity of the traversed area. For example, they
can decide which of the sensations they would like to experience by following
a specif-ic path. Here, the communication is in the user’s virtual shift into the
sphere of simulation and imagery.

Today such actions have made a huge
leap forward. By adapting more and
more of new areas of human creativity, they became basic creation
methods not only for artists, but also
for designers. Interactive spaces are
becoming an indispensable part of
our reality. From the historical point
of view, before they were adapted by
architecture and design, they were
mainly used in the media art. With
time, the ambition of designers and
architects led them to reach out for
the same strategies, transforming architecture (with all its elements) into
a medium changing in real time. Accompanied or inspired by art, they
started shaping the spaces of new
quality, augmented by the element of
human activity, naming them smart
environments. These augmentations
have grown, leading to an even wider
sensory relation with our environments. “Electronic media change our
use of sensuality”. [4]
Modern designers in their creations
strive for uniting a human organism
with the environment around him,
ensuring the user a direct and individual experience of space. According to these guidelines, the director
of Rhode Island School of Design in
Providence, USA, a graphic artist John
Medea described the modern designers as hu-manized technicians, trying
to make technology not only simple in
use, but also closely connected to our
bodies and senses.
Following similar principles, Philip
Beesley designed a rather peculiar

[3] - Artist’s web page: < http://www.interactive.legal.com.pl/>, [access: 31.05.2012].
[4] - Pakuło, op. cit., p. 14.
[5] - Philip Beesley: Hylozoic Ground, prod.
Vernissage TV, Italy 2010, 5 min. Available at:
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v86B9Nz_
LVU>, [access: 31.05.2012].
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Pulse Park, Madison Square, New York
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Philip Beesley, Hylozoic Ground

piece of ar-chitecture Hylozoic Ground
[5]. By incorporating Medea’s ideas,
he tries to answer the following questions in his project: Can architecture
be a living organism? Can it be aware
of our presence? Can it communicate
with us? Can it take care of its users?
The spatial installation created by
Beesley is an attempt to bringing the
physical spatial structures to life. Its
form is nothing else than an organized network, a geotexture in-creasing the sensation of the presence of
an artificially created life. A delicately weaved landscape construction
is equipped with an array of sensors
which allow for triggering processes
resembling human reflexes in its
structures. The coral reef-resembling
hylo-zoic formation is able to breathe,
move its individual elements and react
to a presence of a person in a peculiar
way. It is something more than just architecture. Apart from the traditional
function as a shelter, the installation

allows full immersion in its organic
nature. As stated by the author himself, its strong immersive properties
allow the user to touch the very edge
of the experience.
Another example of a piece of art
which in a similar vein tries to connect our bodies with the surrounding
space is Melatonin Room, a responsive environment, realized in 2001 by
Swiss architects Philippe Rahm and
Jean-Gilles Décosterd. [6] The room is
able to produce two kinds of climates.
The first one, generated with the use
of electro-magnetic waves, inhibits our melatonin production, which
makes this environment a physically
and chemically exciting place. The
other one is created with UV light
which increases the melatonin production in human body. Users situated in this room be-come sleepy.
Such space significantly influences
our mood. Although the generated
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signals cannot be perceived physically,
they are received in the psychological
aspect. Some other principles were
used in another responsive space installation by Rahm and Décosterd. It
was Lucky Mackintosh Contemporary Art
Gallery realized in 2004. It is a thermal
space divided into such functional
elements as library, office and showroom. Built of a pipe network heated
to various temperatures and air systems, it adjusts its individual elements
to the user’s temperature needs. The
designerstuned the temperature levels
to the activities done by the people
in the room. For example: the sitting
zone heats up to 21 ˚ C, the gallery
to 16 ˚ C, and archives to 12 ˚ C. The
tem-perature fluctuates according to
the season of the year. During sum-

[6] - Bullivant, Responsive…, op. cit., p. 70. In
the realization of the project, apart from the designers and contractors, also the Psychiatric Hospital in Basel was engaged.
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mer, it is 18–30 °C, and in winter, 12–21 ˚ C. The thermal
character of the space, opens it to the corporal, direct contact with a hu-man. Aside from the functional values, the
authors also planned an original way of perceiving of the
interior. It happens through the prism of users’ experience,
on their own skin.
In a similar, yet more complex way, the designed environment was treated by Haque in his project entitled Scents
of Space, realized in 2002. It is a three-dimensional hybrid
composed of so called hard and soft space. The hard part
refers to its physical side, and it is composed of elements
typical to architecture, such as: walls, floor or ceiling. The
soft aspect consists of various stimuli: thermal, acoustic,
olfactory, coloristic, and electromagnetic.
Public, private, common space and the notion of distance
in the face of interaction
“An ability, characteristic only of a human being,
to perceive oneself in relations and from a distance
and closeness builds the spatial consciousness,
and also the feeling of being open
to this space, which results in a feeling of
emptiness and the need to fill it out. [7] René Berger
Contemplating an interactive environment, one needs to
think about its most frequent applications. Art and design
are dependent on two rudimentary kinds of space used
by mankind. That is private and public spaces. There is
a rapidly growing tendency in the modern interactive

Philippe Rahm, Jean-Gilles Décosterd, Melatonin Room

[7] - As cited in: Kita, op. cit., p. 30–31
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projects to annex public spaces. The concepts of today’s
artists-designers are thus situated also outdoors: between
buildings, in passageways, parks, or city squares. Now, the
notion of public space is more associated with the property of government, academic, or corporate in-stitutions.
It is important from the architects’ and designers’ point of
view, since they must obey to the rules established by these
institutions while using such spaces for their activities.
The design itself, though, has to account for all limitations
posed by these institutions even before it begins. However,
such limitations do not stop the de-signers from realizing
their bold visions, giving a green light to the widely applied
in-teraction.

NOX, D-Tower, Doetinchem, 2004

New interactive media, used by institutions or people, significantly change the perception of reality around us. They
assign a new meaning to private and public space. Particularly interesting are the transformations of the former
category. Private space, traditionally identified with a safe
haven, a personal sanctuary, undergoes constant modifications, leading to losing its subjective, intimate character.
The conventional nature of privacy, separated from the
outside world, in the face of rapidly growing of new media, is being increasingly exposed to penetration by the external factors. Also so called “personal leaks” – transmitting
one’s personal information to the surrounding via the Internet, are symptomatic here. Detailed information about
our private lives permeate through the building walls because of the computerised devices we use. Information like:
what car I am going to buy, how many children I have, and
even what I had for breakfast today, is available to virtually
every Internet user. To be more precise, not only regular
DIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018
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Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Pulse Park, Madison Square, New York

users, but also various institutions,
including the government organizations can access this information. Our
space, be it private, physical, or digital,
is not ours anymore.
This fact, after all unavoidable, is acknowledged by modern designers
and artists. The situations described
above, are a pretext for criticizing the
situation, polemicize, or provoking
the audience. An example of that is,
described in the previous chapter, a
spatial manifesto Access by Marie Sester who directs our focus to the problem of persis-tent monitoring.
Some of the new media creators use
the breaking the barrier methods for
smuggling their artistic manifestos
into some not easily accessible places.
A good example is the activist vehicle
Graffiti Writer realized in 1998 by Institute for Applied Autonomy. The
remotely controlled vehicle is used to
write social or political-themed mes-

sages in highly controlled spaces.
There are also creators who incorporate their actions in the context of the
general access to private space, using
the fact that it is now easy to establish
connections with users living in specific areas, and subsequently building
networks between even the most remote places.
An interesting example is the 2004
project Hole In the Earth. [8] The project developed by Japanese artist,
Maki Ueda, with the collaboration
with Center for Visual Arts in Rotterdam, was a lyrical provocation for
its users. The concept was based on a
virtual connection between Indonesia and the Netherlands with the use
of so called “video hole” localized in
Bandung and Rotterdam. The hole in
the ground was equipped with a highclass video capture and transmitting
devices, an LCD screen, camera, micro-phones, and speakers. All of it
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was covered with a plane of glass. The
real-time trans-mission of the people
taking a look into the holes on their
respective ends allowed for something more than just a video-conference. The engagement of the audience
was obtained due to a specific, poetically arranged context of placing the
installation in the ground. It is a good
illustration of a form of victory of an
artist in the battle with geo-graphic
distance.
Such triumphs, scored thanks to new
network technologies, are tempting
also com-mercial designers. One of
the most spectacular example is a project realized in 2008 by Joanna Montgomery in Scottish Duncan Jordanstone College of Art and Design

[8] - Haque, Distinguishing Concepts…, op. cit.,
p. 29.
[9] - Webpage dedicated to the project: <http://
www.littleriot.co.uk/>, [access: 31.05.2012]
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enti-tled Pillow Talk [9].
It is a concept illustrating a poetic and
romantic approach to technology and
network connections. The whole idea
is based on sensors worn by the pillow owners while go-ing to bed. The
sensor located just below the chin
communicates wirelessly with the
pillow, so when one person goes to
sleep, the other person’s pillow starts
to glow. Up-on the physical contact
with the soft surface, the user gains
the ability to listen to the heartbeat
of the person falling asleep in another
location. New media show here an exceptionally personal, sensual face. It
is connected with the more and more
common phenomenon of adding them
to even the smallest areas of human
privacy. Our relation with the surrounding and objects in it transforms
towards non-material connections.
Our correspondence is now digital,
airplane tickets are in a form of digital tags, money becomes virtual.
The effects of mobile communication

changed our perception of local-ization of geographic distance.

activities by the users living in both
localizations.

The examples above illustrate that the
new media artists, being aware of this
state of affairs, are able to efficiently
shorten the interpersonal distances.
One of these artists is Tobi Schneidler
who constructively addresses the issues of transformations taking place
in the public and private spaces. The
project Remote Home realized under
his su-pervision, is an excellent example. The communication system
included in the de-signed environment expands the idea of single apartments by multiplying its virtual range
to two living places. Remote Home is
an apartment existing in two different
coun-tries at the same time. Its floors,
Berlin and London ones, and elements
of interior are connected with the use
of digital networks. The aim of such
design of a living space is to eliminate the interpersonal distances. It
becomes possible thanks to a virtual
co-experiencing of simple domestic

The house has a function similar to
a mobile phone, allowing for sharing
friendship in a more spatial, largescale aspect. In both localizations,
the sensors in the furniture and
home appliances detect the information about the residents of the other
counter-part. These are so called impressions sent between the two poles
through network. It is possible to see
the impressions on the other side with
the help of the objects which are fitted with haptic and kinetic devices
and special light installations. For example a per-son sitting on a bench in
his living room in Berlin will cause
its counterpart bench in London to
change shape as well. It is a subtle,
oneiric accentuation of one’s presence
in the given moment during a given
activity. It can be said that the house
in a symbolic way expands its “usable
area”. With the help of the tactile and
sensory-activated pres-ence, it allows
friends, who are living far from each
other, to stay in touch.
Remote Home through a synchronic
juxtaposition of two worlds of experiencing, it initi-ates changes in
the individual belief of private space,
which today is understood not only in
its physical aspect, but also in a digital
one.
The composition of the real and digital
space matter is one of the most difficult crea-tional challenge. It seems
that Schneidler found an appropriate
method. New technol-ogies, although
ubiquitous in his creations, are not
visible. All kinds of control signals,
radios, sensors, motors and computers
are connected by an invisible system. He directs the future designers
towards the necessity of perceiving
information technology not only as a

Philip Beesley, Hylozoic Ground
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propeller mechanism, but also as an possibility-abundant
structure which fuses into space.
Schneidler’s work can be characterised by three levels of
effects and three kinds of different creative processes. The
levels characteristic to the obtained results are: per-sonal,
architectural and translocational. The creation methodologies revolve around: concept, interactive prototyping
and final realization. His methods, used for making such
endeavours come to life, are an important model for today’s
creators of interactive spaces. As emphasized by the author
– the project’s value is in its simplicity. The goal of the interactive design is not in intelligent technologies per se,
but rather spaces being intermediary devices in meeting
the user’s expectations.
His point of view has a significant influence on the perceiving of newly emerging phenomena, contributing to deciphering the design algorithm, hidden in the media controlled space. Actions of such creators as Schneidler take
their part in forming of a new paradigm of perceiving the
reality.
As it is proved in the discussion above, the blurring of
boundaries between public and private spaces is symptomatic of the modern reality. It is caused by a new element of
human environment. What I mean is the peculiar, invisible face of interactive spaces. This phenomenon resembles
Japanese ma, so called third space, Berger’s passageway [10],
or the already mentioned in the part on intelligent architectural systems, secondary environments.
The main matter here is the so called common space,
connected with the activity of digital media and wireless
devices. It is because of these factors that we are able to
transfer the public zone to the private one and vice versa. It
is a modern, technologized version of the Roman Forum,
an area used by the Ancient people to discuss various social
matters such as politics and economy. This kind of space
existed parallel to the public and private space, being concretised in a peculiar way. For its character did not have
anything in common with the restrictions and prohibitions
stemming out of the right to be used by people. This area
was rather perceived by the Romans as a space determined
by the rights acquired by its users just by being inside its
borders. Similar principles may be applied to today’s interactive space of Internet connections. Net-works users
are able to participate in various debates and activities in
a forum of their choice. As Krzysztofek states: “[...] home,
work, school, state or international environ-ments are
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no longer separate. A digital territory emerges, which is
a merge of billions of new interactions taking place in a
deconstructed and detemporized space [...]”.
Meeting places are not an outcome of a virtual journey
anymore. They are often ac-companied by sensations of
physical reception of the designed space. Artistic concepts
in our environment often come to live in the form of temporary installations, interac-tively complementing the current reality.
An example of this is Puls Park by Lozano-Hemmer. The
project was realized in 2008, Madison Square Park, New
York. It was built of a set of light beams situated in regular intervals around the square, shedding light on its central, oval part. The inten-sity of light was regulated with a
sensor measuring the heartrate of the participants. Placed
in the Northern part of Madison Square, it invited the
passers-by to interact with it. The installation gathered
the biometric rhythms of individual people and sent them
to the environment in the form of light pulses moving sequentially around the square. Each user’s contact with the
heart-rate sensor activated the light scenery. The system’s
effect is a large scale visualization of the signs of life of a
given space. It makes an impression that Madison Square
had a heart made of the presence of the users.
Another interesting installation allowing for uninhibited
user interaction, realized in 2004 by Dutch designers [11]
on the main square in Doetinchem, is D-Tower.
A 12 metres high, amorphic tower had some interesting
properties. The project, apart from the physical construct,
consists also from a website [12] and a form filled out daily
by chosen residents. The collected data aim to assess the
emotional state of these people and determine which emotion prevails on that day in the city: love, happiness, fear,
or hatred. The object stimulated by the information about
emotions transmitted to it, lights up in a colour relevant to
the given emotion: red, yellow, blue or green.
The fact worth mentioning is that the visual effect of
the installation, despite being an embodiment of the de-

[10] - This way, Berger describes the space phenomenon stemming out
from the technologization of our reality (chapter 2.)
[11] - The following people collaborated in this project: Q. S. Serafijn, Lars
Spuybroek, NOX-Architekten and v2-lab.
[12] - <http://www.d-toren.nl/site/>, [access: 31.05.2012].
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signer’s vision, due to the changes of
the lightning colours, it does not have
a definitively stated, closed form. The
main goals of the authors are fo-cused
mostly not on the final characteristic
of their architectural creation, but on
its constant responsive activity.
Their concept includes a peculiar
scenario: handing over the final phase
of project realization to the users. The
dynamic personality of the generated
object only becomes significant with
the users’ active involvement. It is an
important aspect of interactive space
design. The artist’s creative vision is
co-designed and loosely interpreted
by the invited audience.
TRANSDISCIPLINARITY- contemporary civilizational and cultural
phenomena
What characterizes today’s reality is
a return to the Greek techne identified with both crafts, art, technology

and the skill itself [13]. This is by no
means a tendency from recent years,
but rather strengthened by the intense
development of civilization, the result
of postulates already announced at the
beginning of the 20th century.
One of the initiators of restoring the
old meaning of techne was Walter
Gropius. In his lecture in 1923, Art
and Technology: a new quality, he drew
attention to the values that flow from
the synthesis of art, science and technology [14]. He dreamed about ubiquitous aesthetic functionality for
many users. It is thanks to Bauhaus’
achievements that attempts at multidisciplinary approach to teaching
were born, where design was to obtain the status of artistic activity [15].
Today, the impact of technology on art
and design is even stronger and more
obvious. Initiated in the 1960s, it created a solid foundation for the birth of
the so-called New Renaissance. The

ubiquitous occurrence of new media,
simpler technological solutions with
accompanying software, give new
room for ma-neuver when it comes to
creative activities. Design, art, science
and even engi-neering are approaching each other in search of common
areas. Targeted on multidirectional
cooperation, they constitute new
patterns regulating both artis-tic
and scientific strategies, as well as all
activities related to new technologies
used both in one and the other area.
Inspired by each other, they often
change the point of view of a given
issue. This phenomenon can be called
intellectual digestion, and to confirm

[13] - Krzysztofek, dz. cyt, s. 24.
[14] - M. Oslislo, Old and New Dreams, w: Kody
McLuhana…, dz. cyt., s. 230.
[15] - Krzysztofek, dz. cyt., s. 25.
[17] - K. Pakuło, Interaktywne przestrzenie
– pomiędzy sztuką, technologią i nauką, w:
„Arteon” 2011, nr 5, s. 13

Philip Beesley, Hylozoic Ground
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its presence on the ground of contemporary scientific theories it is enough to refer to the idea of the Krebs Cycle of
Creativity developed by prof. Neri Oxman from MIT Media Lab. Referring to the assumptions of the Krebs Cycle,
it de-scribes the contemporary dependencies between the
main areas of human activ-ity and the resulting profits. [16]
The Krebs Cycle is a series of biochemical reactions that are
the final step in the metabolism of aerobes, oxygen-breathing organisms. Without it, these organisms would not be
able to function. Within the Cycle through the oxidation
of nutrients, chemical energy is produced, car-ried by the
cell in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which can
therefore be treated as a molecular currency unit for energy transfer. The Krebs Cycle is a type of metabolic clock
that first generates, then consumes, and eventually (ad-ditionally) regenerates the ATP currency. Putting it shortly,
the better the me-tabolism, the better the results.

Katowice 2009;
- M. Oslislo, Old and New Dreams, w: Kody McLuhana.
Topografia nowych mediów, edited by A. Maj i M. DerdyNowakowski, Wydawnictwo Nau-kowe ExMachina,
Katowice 2009;
- K. Pakuło, Interaktywne przestrzenie – pomiędzy sztuką,
technologią i nauką, in: „Arteon” 2011, nr 5;
Filmography
Tool’s life - minim++: Motoshi Chikamori, Kyoko Kunoh
- 2001 @ Unter den Linden (Berlin, 24.7.2010), rabibon,
1 min. Available on: <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dzBexjsWCw>, [access: 20.05.2012];

However, following this trail, moving on to the plane of
widely understood multi-disciplinary design, we can assume that the aforementioned so-called intellectual digestion, (often requiring a total change of point of view),
carries an invaluable potential for creation. As proof of the
validity of this claim may serve the work of Buckminster
Fuller, a “versatile anticipating scientist and de-signer”,
whose “geodesic” dome (developed in 1967 for the American Expo pavilion in Montreal) has played an important
part in identifying the third carbon molecule. [17] The opportunities arising from the dialogue on art and design on
the one hand, and science and engineering on the other,
are increasingly tempt-ing not only for individual artists
but also larger organisms, such as scientific or commercial
institutions.
DOMINIKA SOBOLOWSKA
Printed Publications

- L. Bullivant, Responsive Environments. Architecture,
Art and Design, V&A Publications, London 2006;
- U. Haque, Distinguishing Concepts. Lexicons of Interactive Art and Archi-tecture, in: „4dsocial.Interactive Design
Environments” 2007, No. 4
- B. Kita, Pasaże Transdyscyplinarne, in: „Nowe media w
perspektywie fi-lozoficzno-kulturoznawczej” 1999, No. 3;
- K. Krzysztofek, Zdekodowane kody, w: Kody McLuhana.
Topografia no-wych mediów, edited by A. Maj, M. DeryNowakowskiego, Wydawnictwo Naukowe ExMachina,
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Paolo Cirio - The Big Plot, 2009

RECOMBINANT FICTION
Paolo Cirio

Between 2008 and 2010, Cirio researched
documentary fiction and invented the genre
Recombinant Fiction. His form of experimental fiction
presents real facts and issues across multiple media
platforms by integrating actors and audiences for a
socially-engaged genre of transmedia storytelling.
This research has resulted in two fiction projects:
Drowning NYC (2010) and The Big Plot (2009). The
subjects and techniques of these fictions foresaw
issues and modes of narration that are highly relevant
today
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TheBigPlot.net is a story about a Russian spy promoting Alt-Right politics
through infiltrating social media with
fictional personas who combine personal and political dramas with romance. The fiction is scattered over
several social networks and linked in
a non-linear story through post blogs,
Youtube videos, tweets, pictures
on Facebook, and even Wikipedia,
LinkedIn, and MySpace profiles. Similar uses of social media channels are
applied in Drowning-NYC.net, which
focuses on a specific physical location
and community of a neighborhood in
Manhattan and incorporates physical
narrative devices and communication
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with local residents. This fiction addressed rising sea levels due to global
warming and its impact on New York
City’s urban population, years before
Hurricane Sandy caused record flooding in Manhattan.
Both projects made use of professional
actors, material from their real life,
and their interactions with audience
members, who could intervene in the
stories though creating new characters and narrations. Ultimately, these
artworks are presented as Internet art
on the websites of the projects and as
offline installations in galleries of art
institutions where the elements of the
fictions are gathered and reassembled.

Recombinant Fiction is a political and
aesthetic genre of this new immersive and participatory form of art. By
identifying valuable and distinctive
characteristics and objectives, Recombinant Fiction defines a unique genre
able to drive tactical activism and dramatic purposes.
Our contemporary media environment era is characterized by the proliferation of Personal Media [1] (e.g.
devices with platforms for instant
messaging, blogs, photo, and video
sharing services, etc.) resulting in new

modes of personal expression and interpersonal relations. Nonetheless,
Mass Media continues to grow as
well. Networked media generates new
channels and interconnected devices
for consuming entertainment and
news (e.g. proprietary web platforms,
digital TV, portable video/reader players, screen billboard, etc.). This results
in the deregulation of advertising restrictions and privacy policies by the
corporate media complex to boost the
flow of information. Additionally,
networked digital technologies accelerate and facilitate the production of

Recombinant Fiction is a political and
aesthetic genre that integrates a new
immersive and participatory form of
art. Cirio defined Recombinant Fiction through theoretical writing, a
manifesto, and two online artworks.
Recombinant Fiction intro

Paolo Cirio - The Big Plot, installation for the exhibition .move at EMARE festival, 2009, Halle - Germany

In previous ages, mediums for narrating fiction such as theatre, literature,
cinema, and television have defined
languages, models and formats; each
media development provided an expressive shift in forms of storytelling.
Nowadays, media are multiplying,
hybridizing, and mutating. The way
they are used alters continually, creating potentially new ways of producing
fiction.
Networked digital media emerge as
a productive vehicle to create new
forms of fiction. In fact, the rise of
forms of storytelling such as ‘Transmedia Storytelling’, ‘Alternate Reality
Games’, ‘Transfiction’, ‘Dispersed Fiction’, and ‘Viral and Guerrilla Marketing’ is a clear sign of an important
revolution in ways to tell stories.
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offline and analogue spaces of information (e.g. print-on-demand, custom
manufacturing, Internet of things,
organization of public assembly, mapping public spaces etc.). This results in
a new mass of active prosumers, and a
general increase of information in the
environments surrounding humans.
All of the above listed media are digital in origin, and therefore easily reproducible and transmissible through
networks (e.g. Internet, GSM, Wi-Fi,
etc.). Networked digital media generate an intensification of flow, interactions, and processes of communication. The informational environment
created by all those media that broadcast messages, is defined as Infosphere
[2]. This conceptual sphere is the
space in which modern society is immersed, where people express themselves, build their own realities, and
manage societal organization.
In this context, a modern form of fiction should be narrated by networked
media and staged in the Infosphere,
which can be used as the medium to
dramatize reality and find a way to
change it by a dramatic representation, as humanity has always done.
Drowning NYC, installation for the exhibition at EYEBEAM, 2012, NYC - U.S.

Manifesto
1) The fiction is told through traditional news media, online social media, and public space interventions.
The fragments of the fiction converge
and evolve in one rhizomatic stage,
synchronized and organized by networked digital media.

3) The fiction penetrates reality by
including real entities in the narration. The created fictional reality is
made from contemporary real-world
patterns, which are semiologically relinked and mutable in the narrative
elements.

5) The fiction has activist and educational qualities to achieve social
change goals, by spotting controversial identities or organizations, or by
increasing awareness of real world
plights. It must be without commercial or promotional purposes at all.

2) The fiction has conflicts and resolutions among characters with engaging
personalities. There are not challenges
or gaming aims for the audience, it
must be pure fiction and its nature
should be obscured but not hidden.

4) The fiction is interactive and participatory. It is unfolded with the active interaction of an audience that can
participate in it by creating characters
and reshaping the storyline through
their personal media and by public interventions.

Theory for practicing Recombinant
Fiction
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Recombinant Fiction is composed
of layering mediums, spaces, identities, and modes, which can be seen as
formally interconnected as a rhizome
[3]. The rhizome reflects the abstract
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The Big Plot, installation for the exhibition .move at EMARE festival, 2009, Halle - Germany

network structure, the configuration
of the Infosphere. The fiction is told
through the convergence [4] of narrations broadcasted by networked
media. Organized and synchronized,
these media create a rhizomatic space
of narrative information that audiences can unfold and participate with.
Stage
The convergence of narrative elements broadcasted by the media is facilitated by the semiological links that
can be created among them. Each media of the rhizome is directed organically to broadcast narrative elements of
the story that refer to each other. The
networked convergence of scenographic elements creates a rhizomatic
totality, recognizable as single stage,
where the story is told and evolves.
This stage embodies the Infosphere,
denoted by the media that broadcast
messages and by the messages themselves. The broadcasted narrative

signs are linked together in a network
of signifiers, which constitutes the
rhizome in which all the signs used in
the narrative build the environment
of the fiction. As in semiotization [5]
in theatre, in the Infosphere, signs
present in the narrative rhizome became functional to the construction of
the fiction.

Characters

The fiction is unfolded by links that
refer to each other, creating a semiotic
networked storyline within which the
audience can be actively surrounded.
This unfoldment should not have
challenges or ludic elements. Instead,
it should simply be easy to interact
with and readable by the audience.
Furthermore, this process of semiotization through linking, quoting,
cloning signs of reality is designed to
integrate real entities into the fiction,
transforming real-world patterns into
fictional ones, and vice versa, fictional
patterns of the story might be perceivable as real.

General identities and entities are
made by bits of information broadcasted, which build their existences in
the Infosphere and influence directly
their presence in the ordinary physical
world. The informational body that
is broadcasted in the Infosphere can
materialize the representation of the
self, a general agency, and any activity. This state of being empowers the
characters of the fiction to enact their
roles with masks that appear realistic
and familiar to the audience. Hence,
the way characters use these media reveals personality traits and intensifies
the emphatic effect on audiences.
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Characters in the Recombinant Fiction use networked media to dialogue
and articulate their messages. Characters show their masks digitally created and tell their stories through the
disseminated media of the Infosphere
that fit and build their personalities.
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tempt to appeal to others. This sort
of internalization of the Spectacularization of representation of the self
facilitates the personal reinvention
for the performative acting in the
fiction. Through their participation,
audiences turn into characters of the
fiction. As they develop their personas and create new narrative aspects,
the storyline takes shape and opens to
new dramatic concepts. In their new
participatory role, the audience consciously performs a responsible act in
the fiction’s dual being, which is both
inside the actual social reality and in
the fictional story. As the audience
shapes the story, they become aware
of its fictitious double identity.
Drama
The fiction uses variable forms of
dramaturgical structures with interweaved situations among characters.

The story is told with dialogues, statements, monologues, public interventions, and actions about a fictional
scenario that take place in a storyline
over the Infosphere’s stage.
Characters tell about discoveries,
conflicts, reversals, resolutions, and
twists in their existences, through
background dramas of personal feelings and foreground plots of public
fights. The fiction should trigger the
original aims of dramatization of human condition for cathartic functions,
representation of possibilities, and escapism from daily pressures through
engaging stories.
In the first person narrative voice,
main and minor characters communicate their experiences and claims
directly to the audience with their
masks. Characters’ voices are broadcast over any media functional to the

The Big Plot, installation for the exhibition 10th Cairo Prize at Palazzo della Permanente, 2009, Milan - Italy

Considering the audience present in
the rhizomatic stage of the fiction,
they are able to unfold the story and
follow the characters’ revelations with
immediate ease, because characters
and audience members share the same
tools of expression and communication. This enables the audience to participate in stories by converging their
mediated identities of the Infosphere
into the rhizomatic narrative stage
through their Personal Media (or
other media of the Infosphere) and by
having direct conversations with the
main characters or even creating new
characters and adding new elements
to the dynamic storyline. The audiences know how to have control over
their own characters, since they build
their identities and related relationships with others through networked
digital media in the everyday life. Often the projection of the self onto the
Infosphere is characterized by the at-
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Drowning NYC, 2010

expression of the characters. Concurrently other media broadcast information to build the scenography and the
atmosphere of the drama.

rences. After the live broadcasting,
the final documentation of all the narrative elements allows audiences to
browse the fiction permanently.

The fiction is broadcasted live. Narrative situations happen in real time.
Narrative information is communicated simultaneously with the characters’ declarations and dialogues, creating a fiction that occurs during a
concentrated span of time. Audiences
are pervaded in the story as they find
themselves engaged with the progress
of fiction or as they attend scheduled
events.

The drama is set in the present, with
scenarios contextual to the contemporary society and scripts similar to
the ordinary behaviors of the audience. In order to thoroughly penetrate reality with an active fiction, the
topic of the main conflict in the fiction
should be a real world social matter
familiar to the audience and engaged
with mainstream media content.

The action line oscillates on a variable
and mutable timeline. Multiple references among situations and characters
on the timeline make it unbroken and
comprehensible as a complete reticulated sequence of narrative occur-

Its fictional nature is announced; the
audience must notice or perceive to
attend at a fictional drama, through
narrative patterns blurred with real
patterns, to involve the audience in
an immersive fiction. Real and illusory events come to inform each other.
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Memory and associative processes are
subtly moving and shifting at all times
in relation to the present context.
Tactical functions of the fiction
Over the course of human history,
stories have always been used to understand and interpret reality, from
religions to ideologies, beliefs and
identifications in large narratives
defined civilizations. However it is
in our mediated society that stories
replace realities in creating fragmented artificial worlds and capturing
people’s minds and imaginations
within them. Reality continues to be
redefined not only by its narrated image as fabricated by the entertainment
and media industries, but recently also
by the single individual who thinks
and produces his/her own image to fit
the artificial worlds.
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Only by dramatizing the artificial
reality of the Infosphere audiences
can understand and then change their
physical reality, over which they have
recently lost control. Recombinant
Fiction is about staging a drama inside
the Hyperreality and Spectacularization of society to engage participants
in a process as political agents.
The endeavor toward an efficient
modern drama with effective outcomes requires strategy on stages and
mediums as well as the employment of
languages and aesthetics that speaks to
the mindset of an individualized audience. The educational, informative,
and transformative purposes of the
dramatic actions should be developed
for motivating and transforming
audiences usually indifferent to social
issues and for mobilizing victims of
oppression. This can be accomplished
by infiltrating the audience’s language
and environments with stories and
characters that allure the attention
and interest of the target. Through
identification with the characters’ dilemmas and public claims, Recombinant Fiction becomes a useful tool to
reach new and large audiences whilst
creating concern for social issues.
Tactical Recombinant Fiction can be
a powerful art form to change human
consciousness, demystify absurd beliefs, undermine unethical powers,
and inform on social problems
through networked storytelling.
Written in 2009, revised in 2018
PAOLO CIRIO

Quotes
“There will be never winning over the system
on the real layer [...] because the system relies on
symbolic-violence”, J. Baudrillard. [6]
“Theatre is a rehearsal for revolution no matter
that the action is fictional; what matters is that is
action!”, A. Boal. [7]
Footnotes and theories that have inspired Recombinant Fiction:

or the theatrical event, all that is presented to the
audience becomes a sign that “wishes” to communicate a signified.”
Patrice Pavis, Christine Shantz , ‘Dictionary of
the theatre: terms, concepts, and analysis’, University of Toronto Press, 1998.
[6] J. Baudrillard, ‘Symbolic Exchange and
Death’, Sage, London, 1993, ISBN 0803983999
[7] A. Boal, ‘Theatre of the Oppressed’, Pluto
Press, 2008, ISBN 0745328385

“ Recombinant Theatre “ by Critical Art Ensemble
“ Invisible and Forum Theatre “ by Augusto Boal
“ TransMedia Storytelling “ and “ Convergence
Culture “ by Henry Jenkins
“ Dispersed Fiction “ by Jason Nelson
“ TransFiction “ by Alok Nandi
[1] “The digitalization and personal use of media technologies have destabilized the traditional
dichotomization between mass communication
and interpersonal communication, and therefore
between mass media and personal media.”
Marika Lüders , ‘Conceptualizing personal media’, New Media & Society, Vol. 10, No. 5, 683702 ,2008
[2] “The infosphere denotes the whole informational environment constituted by all informational entities (thus including informational
agents as well), their properties, interactions,
processes and mutual relations.”
Luciano Floridi, ‘Ethics in the Infosphere’, The
Philosophers’ Magazine, 6: 18-19, 2001.
[3] Related to the theory of Rhizome as “Principles of connection and heterogeneity: any
point of a rhizome can be connected to anything
other, and must be.”
G. Deleuze, F. Guattari ‘A thousand plateaus:
capitalism and schizophrenia’ Continuum International Publishing Group, 2004
[4] “‘Convergence’ must be understood as a process that has several different manifestation.”
Henry Jenkins, ‘Convergence? I diverge’, Technology Review, 2001.
[5] “The semiotization of an element of performance occurs when it appears clearly as the sign of
something. Within the framework’ of the stage
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PAOLO CIRIO
PAOLO CIRIO’S ART PRACTICE EMBODIES
THE CONFLICTS, CONTRADICTIONS, ETHICS, LIMITS, AND POTENTIALS INHERENT
TO THE SOCIAL COMPLEXITY OF INFORMATION SOCIETY THROUGH A CRITICAL
AND PROACTIVE APPROACH. CIRIO’S ARTWORKS STIMULATE WAYS OF SEEING, EXAMINING, AND CHALLENGING MODERN
COMPLEX SOCIAL SYSTEMS, PROCESSES,
AND DYNAMICS. CIRIO USES POPULAR
LANGUAGE, IRONY, INTERVENTIONS, AND
SEDUCTIVE VISUALS TO ENGAGE A WIDE
PUBLIC IN WORKS OF ART ABOUT CRITICAL ISSUES. HIS AESTHETIC INVESTIGATIONS ARE HIGHLY CONCEPTUAL WITH
LAYERED AND INTERCONNECTED MEANINGS, FUNCTIONS AND AGENTS PRESENTED AS WHOLE CLOSED REFERENTIAL
SYSTEM OF INTERRELATED IDEAS AND
ACTIONS.PAOLO CIRIO’S FINE ART TRANSLATES CRITIQUES OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS INTO ARTIFACTS TO VISUALLY
DOCUMENT AND ILLUSTRATE SOCIAL
STRUCTURES EXAMINED BY HIS CONCEPTUAL WORK. CIRIO’S INSTALLATION
ART COMBINES IMAGES, PHOTOGRAPHS,
DIAGRAMS, DOCUMENTS, PUBLIC ART,
AND VIDEOS TO ENGAGE THE GENERAL
AUDIENCE IN EXPERIENCING AND DISCOVERING SUBJECTS, OUTCOMES, AND
SIGNIFICANCE OF HIS INTERVENTIONS
AND CONCEPTS.
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ROOTS
AND SHOOTS:

PRECURSORS
AND DEVELOPMENT
OF ELECTRONIC
LITERATURE
IN THE ARABIC
AND ENGLISH
CONTEXTS
Reham Hosny
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(a) Bismallah (In the Name of Allah the Most Gracious the Most Merciful). Source: http://www.islamicinsights.com/religion/in-the-name-of-allah.html. (b) The intermingling of the Arabic calligraphy
with other ornaments to be used in decoration in Andalusia. Sourse: http://hassan.massoudy.pagesperso-orange.fr/art13.htm

changing media, and not often enough on the longer history of print-based precursors.

“Study the past if you would define the
future” - Confucius

1. Introduction
There has been an inconclusive debate about the origins of
electronic literature (e-lit) and when the first e-lit piece appeared. Such a controversial topic has led some e-lit scholars to concern themselves with investigating the precursors and development of e-lit. Approaching the archaeology
of e-lit provides scholars with a layout of the roots of the
field and its present behavior as well as a prospectus for the
future development.
Most of the arguments about the archeology of e-lit invoke
its digital or/and print prototypes and precursors. While
focus on these precursors is useful, they too often focus on
print works already in a digital milieu, by authors aware of
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Funkhouser (2007), in his book Prehistoric Digital Poetry:
An Archeology of Forms, 1959-1995, focuses on digital poetry that appeared before the inception of WWW, which
was “launched in 1991 but not used creatively until 1995”
(p. 7). His archaeology is more focused on the first forms of
digital writing than the paper-based antecedents. The main
forms of digital poetry discussed in Funkhouser’s study are
hypertext, text generation, visual works, and hypermedia
(p.6).
Pressman (2007) makes connections between Avant-garde
experimental practices and their effect in shaping current
e-lit, for example, “reading The Jew’s Daughter also promotes a rereading of Ulysses in order to understand how
and why the modernist text serves the digital adaptation”
(p. 61). Additionally, Pressman points to “Dakota” by
Young-hae Chang Heavy Industries as a “close reading” of
Cantos by Ezra Pound (p.83).
In his discussion of digital poetics and the nonlinear writing, Glazier (2008) refers to “the poetics of juxtaposition”
in early digital writing forms, in addition to “conventional”
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and experimental movements and
writings such as Futurism, Dadaism,
Fluxus, Oulipo, Concrete and Visual
poetry, and the Cut-ups of William
Burroughs (p. 36).
The present study will go beyond the
first digital prototypes of e-lit to delve
into the paper-based precursors that
led to the inception of e-lit in the Arabic and Anglo-American contexts.
The Cambridge Dictionary defines
the word “precursor” as “something
that happened or existed before another thing, especially if it either developed into it or had an influence on
it” (Precursor, 2017). The reason behind following the early precursors of
Arabic and Anglo-American e-lit is to
shed more lights on the first forms of
literature that led to the appearance of
e-lit in the Arabic and Anglo-American contexts, hence, getting a better
understanding of the status quo and
future development of e-lit.
Most significantly, studying the print
precursors of e-lit will make it easy
to conceive the effect of digital media
on literature, thus, understanding the
materiality and dynamics of literature
in a better way, the point that will
stimulate researchers to reevaluate
the print literature. As Glazier puts it
“innovative e-poetry will continue to
exist in relation to innovative print
poetry. Digital innovative practice
can add to the possibilities of print
the concept of programming as writing and the real-time action that programs realize.” (2008, p. 177)
This paper is motivated by two main
archeological questions reflecting
upon e-lit in Arabic and English languages:
(a) what are the printed genealogies of
Arabic and English e-lit?
(b) How can the transition from paper-based literature to electronic literature be understood?
To examine these two provocative

A commemorative text for Amenhotep III - Source: https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/aug/23/ancient-egypt-written-works-published-book-english-first-time?CMP=share_btn_fb

questions, this study seeks to address the print precursors of Arabic and English
e-lit through many ages adopting the following division:
1.
2.
3.

Hypertextual precursors
Procedural precursors
Spatiotemporal precursors

It is noteworthy to clarify that this is not a comparative study between the Arabic and Anglo-American precursors of e-lit. This paper is mainly interested
in tracing the manifestations of the early printed literary texts that opened a
window for e-lit to come out in the Arabic and Anglo-American contexts. It
is important to confirm this point because doing comparisons between different languages or fields has its own conditions, which are not applicable in the
present study. The main goal of this study is to reflect upon the nature of e-lit
and predict its future development by investigating its printed precursors in
two linguistically different contexts. Arabic language precursors will get more
attention because of their richness, additionally; this point is largely untouched
in the Arabic context.
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(a) Like Stars in a Clear Night Sky. Source: http://collection.eliterature.org/1/works/ezzat__like_stars_in_a_clear_night_sky.html.(b) A page from Tristram Shandy novel. Source: Sterne (1760)

First off, it is important to address the nature of the Arabic
calligraphy to clarify its aesthetic potentials that helped the
appearance of Arabic e-lit.
2. The Arabic Calligraphy
Since the advent of Islam in the seventh century and the
spread of the Islamic faith in many countries, the Arabic
language turned to be one of the most prominent world
languages, especially as the language of the Islamic holy
book; Qur’an.
Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by more than 330 million people as a native language, in an area extending from
the Arabian/Persian Gulf in the East to the Atlantic Ocean
in the West. Moreover, it is the language in which 1.4 billion Muslims around the world perform their daily prayers.
(Farghaly, 2009, p. 2).
[1] Aniconism in the Islamic faith led to the invention of
a peculiar Islamic art depending on the Arabic calligraphy
as its main medium. The Arabic language has 28 letters
and there are many types of the Arabic calligraphy such as
Naskh, Nasta‘liq, Diwani, Thuluth and Ruq‘ah.
The Arabic script underwent many changes through its
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long history. As a result, it acquired many layers and characteristics that were helpful in building a visual culture.
The Arabic calligraphy was first written with plain unpointed letters without any additions. After that, and as a
consequence of the increased interaction with the different
cultures and protecting the right Arabic pronunciation, the
Arabic calligraphy acquired two more layers.
The first is called “i’jam”; a pointing system above or under
some letters to differentiate them from other similar letters. The second is “tashkil”; supplementary diacritics that
control pronunciation. These three components of the
Arabic calligraphy, in addition to the fact that it is written
from right to left in a cursive style gives the Arabic language a great privilege as a visual language.
The Arabic calligraphy was and still used in decorating
buildings especially mosques because of its artistic visual
aspects. The Arabic poetry, as the basic known genre of
Arabic literature, started by employing the sense of hearing
as it was an oral poetry. After writing it down, especially
after the appearance of the iconic dimension in the Arabic
poetry, the sense of sight played a vital role in receiving

[1] - Prohibition of the figurative art and the depiction of living beings
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poetry. With the electronic literature, more physical engagement is required.
3. The Precursors of Arabic and English E-Lit.
3.1. Hypertextual precursors
Hypertextuality is one of five perspectives conceived by
Genette (1997) as transtextuality or the relations among
texts. Hypertextuality as explained by Genette is “any relationship uniting a text B (which I shall call hypertext) to an
earlier text A (I shall, of course, call it the hypotext), upon
which it is grafted in a manner that is not that of commentary” (p. 5). Ted Nelson originated the term “hypertext” in
the early 1960s (Bolter, 2001, p. 30). Hypertext is a network
of links that lead to other works. The World Wide Web is
considered a global hypertext since its appearance in 1993
(p. 34). Hypertext is “non-sequential writing” as defined
by Nelson, a “text that branches and allows choices to the
reader, best read at an interactive screen” (1981, p. 0/2).
Going back and forth between the main and subsequent or
A and B texts is the technique behind hypertext.
Hypertext e-lit represents the works by the first e-lit generation. Hypertextuality has its origins in some Arabic
classics such as The Arabian Nights. Alf Layla wa-Layla
(One Thousand and One Nights) or (The Arabian Nights)

is conceived as one of the most canonical texts in the Arabic cultural heritage. These tales were written and accumulated by different authors over many centuries during
the heydays of the Islamic civilization. Alf Layla wa-Layla
has been translated into many languages and still inspired
by many artists around the world in many contexts.
The narrator in The Thousand and One Nights is the princess Shahrazad and the listeners are the Sultan Shahrayar
and Shahrazad’s younger sister, Dunyazad. The tales aim to
heal and humanise Shahrayar and probably to educate the
young woman Dunyazad in subversive strategies, as well
as to make readers aware of Muslim codes and customs
(Alzahrani, 2012, p. 281).
After the discovery of the betrayal of his first wife, Shahrayar (the Sultan) decided to marry a new bride every night
and execute her the next morning as a way of revenge.
After killing so many women to the extent that the vizier
did not find new brides to present to Shahrayar, the vizier’s daughter, Shahrazad, volunteered to be the new bride.
Her strategy was to tell the king unfinished story every
night and the curiosity of the king to pursue the story obliged him to postpone Shahrazad’s execution. This was the
main or frame story of Alf Layla wa-Layla, or the hypotext,
while the hypertext is the succession of stories narrated by
Shahrazad such as Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp, The

(a) A Concrete poem by al-Jaly?n? al-Andalus? (the twelfth century). Source: Abu Deeb, (1997), p. 223.(b) An example of al-Mukhalaíat in the Andalusian poetry. Source: Al-Talawy (1998) p. 643
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Lady of Bedr-el-Budur and the Wicked Magician, and Ali
Baba and the Forty Thieves.
Al-Wakil (2007) develops connections between some
early Arabic printed texts such as Alf Layla wa-Layla and
the technique of hypertext (quoted in Younis, 2012, p. 41).
The hypertextual structure of Alf Layla wa-Layla works as a
precursor to many electronic literature pieces. Sharif Ezzat
invokes the technique of Alf Layla wa-Layla in his striking
e-lit piece Like Stars in a Clear Night Sky, which appeared
in the first volume of the Electronic Literature Collections,
2006. Like Stars in a Clear Night Sky is a prose poem designed in a hypertext flash format and written in Arabic and
English. Like Stars in a Clear Night Sky is a philosophical
interdisciplinary experience. As soon as “enter” is tapped to
start experiencing this poem, a male sound is heard reading
a poem in Arabic while the English subtitles appear on a
black screen. At the same time of hearing the male voice,
sounds of bells and birds can be heard. By the time, while
the poem is read, many stars appear on the black screen/
sky, figure (3). All the stars are silver and different in their
sizes except nine stars, which fluctuate between silver and
blue colors.
After finishing the Arabic recitation, the interface is about
a black sky with shimmering silver and bluish stars with the
sound of the bells and birds in the background. Each bluish
star is hyperlinked to a part of the English translation of the
Arabic poem, which will appear by hovering over it by the
mouse. When clicking on a bluish star, a poem appears in
the center of the screen. Sometimes the poem has a complement that will show up by hovering over the “X” symbol
at the end of the poem. Clicking on another bluish star will
reveal a different poem.
The poet starts his poem with an oral Arabic recitation,
which works as a frame story of the other scattered stories/poems over the screen. As an Arab poet, Ezzat draws
on the Arabic literary history by employing the structure
of Alf Layla wa-Layla in the construction of his piece. The
narrator Shahrazad used to narrate different stories emerging from one main frame story. Interestingly, the same
hypertextual structure used by Shahrazad in narrating stories is used by Ezzat to shatter the hyperlinked stories on the
screen.
Shahrazad links her stories to postpone her execution by
Shahrayar hopefully to save her life, while Ezzat hyperlinks his stories to recall the family good days hopefully to
save his soul from the rust of loneliness. Ezzats’ stories in-
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voke uncle, cousin, sister, wife, stars, himself and finally,
he imagines the whole world as his family. According to
Ezzat “I aimed to articulate a relationship between family,
planet, and the cosmos, woven together through stories. I
was inspired by reflections on my personal history and by
the forests in Northern California to develop the narrative
voice, which sought to be intimate, timeless, and inviting”
(S. Ezzat, personal communication, May 9, 2017).
Ezzat starts his Arabic recitation by the line “I am full of
stories, Pick one” which is similar to Shahrazad’s introduction to her narration (balaghani ayyuha l-malik al-sa’id
¬– I were informed, O happy king). When asking Ezzat if
Alf Layla wa-Layla was an inspiration during writing this
piece, he replied, “Indeed 1001 nights was an influence,
though perhaps subconsciously” (S. Ezzat, personal communication, May 9, 2017). Alf Layla wa-Layla works as
the hypotext to the hypertext of Like Stars in a Clear Night
Sky.
Nonlinearity and fragmentation of the tradition of experimentation in literature were the early precursors for hypertext and electronic writing in the Anglo-American culture.
Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy in the 18th century is
one of the most important precursors of the digital writing.
Sterne employed writing techniques that were considered
a revolt against the conventions of writing novels at that
time. Sterne developed his novel as a continuous conversation with his reader. He left many gaps for the reader to
complete, figure (4), he even cancelled some pages from
the sequence of the novel and told the reader after that he
torn those pages out. He then proceeded to tell the reader
what happened in the missed pages. Moreover, he provides
his reader with the chance to complete a chapter, the technique that is similar to the role of the digital reader when
he participates in the process of writing.
The reader of Tristram Shandy can hear the voices of the
characters and is notified all the time with the omissions
and changes that Sterne makes to his narration of autobiography; “he is inviting the reader to give up his safe status
as reader and to share responsibility for the narrative.”
(Bolter, 2001, p. 99). The technique of embedding stories inside stories and dislocating events brings Tristram
Shandy to be a good harbinger for hypertext because “Electronic writing puts its reader in a similar position.” (Bolter,
2001, p. 99). James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) is also a preliminary model of the then-nascent digital writing. The events
of the novel occur in one day; June 16, 1904. The novel
has many puns and literary allusions to different events
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and cultures. The dislocation of place and fragmentation of events enable the
reader to go freely back and forth inside the novel without missing incidents.
The stream of consciousness used in this novel alludes to the mechanism of how
mind does function. Mind does not work in a sequential or linear way but in a
nonlinear one similar to the mechanism that controls hypertext. Bolter holds a
comparison between Joyce and Sterne.
Like Sterne before him, he experiments with the layout of text, or recapitulates
the history of those techniques, by using footnotes, side notes, various styles of
type, and even by including musical notation in his text. But Joyce’s narrative
strategy is too complex and too dynamic for the medium of print. (Bolter, 2001,
p. 101). The previous Arabic and English texts are conceived as early genealogies for hypertextuality because of their fragmentation and nonlinearity. In the
following lines, other texts/experiments will be addressed as procedural harbingers of e-lit.

3.2 Procedural precursors
The procedural precursors are the
works that require certain procedures
by the reader to be received. The adjective procedural describes an object
whose actual manifestation results
from the strict application of a specific set of rules (or procedures) to a
particular context. The main interest
of procedural objects is their ability to
generate varying content in response
to changes in input and setting. Procedurality allows for the delivery of
responses that have not been specifically authored in advance. (Lessard,
2014, p. 407)
These procedural works are prototypes of generative literature such as
generative poetry, “procedural texts
such as Lyn Hejinian’s My Life (1980–
87) and projects of “uncreative writing” such as Kenneth Goldsmith’s No.
111. 2.7.93-10. 20.96. (1997) and Craig
Dworkin’s Parse (2008) are often regarded as precursors or counterparts
of poems composed and performed
on computers.” (Morris, 2012, p, 288).
The following examples employ the
technique of permutation to produce
many versions of the same text. These
pieces have the reader involved in the
process of generating many different
possibilities of the same variables.

(a) A poem in the shape of an amulet. Source: From Amulets for the waste spirits.(b) A poem in the shape of a human body. Source:
From Defeats.(c) A visual poem by Mounis. Source: From The Pagan Book
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According to Abu Deeb (1997), the
Andalusian poet al-Jalyānī al-Andalusī al-Dimashqī was the first poet
in the world, even before Apollinaire,
to write concrete poetry, figure (5)
in his collection of poems al-Tadbīj
(Adornment) in the twelfth century
(p.76). The distinctive harmony of the
color, calligraphy, form, and language
in the work of al-Jalyānī created what
Abu Deeb called “the intermingling
of creative spaces” (p. 77). Abu Deeb
goes on to assure that al-Jalyānī, by
this special collection of poems, trans-
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(a) Two poems by Bennis. Source: From Al-Makri, (1991), p. 237.(b) A poem by Rageh. Source: From Al-Makri, (1991), p. 243. (c) A word cloud - Source: https://www.polyvore.com/cgi/img-thing?.out=jpg&size=l&tid=109740566

formed language from being just an acoustic phenomenon
to be a visual one, and poetry from being an imitation to be
a pure plastic art, concentrating on the sign instead of the
signifier (p. 77).
When receiving this piece, the viewer will contemplate
the components which are small squares containing words.
Some squares have circles inside them, others have nothing. The whole shape is divided vertically into two parts by
a line of shaded/colored squares. The colors or black/white
shades are distributed in a certain way that triggers the
viewer to follow them as structures, shapes or lines. The
distribution of words and the layout of the whole shape
give so many permutations.
Another key example of permutations, which appeared
for the first time in the Andalusian poetry is al-Mukhala’at
(disconnected). The first poem of this type was written by
Lesan al-Din al-Andalusi in the fourteenth century. This
poem, figure (6), can be read in 460 ways (Al-Talawy, 1998,
p. 148).
Most of the Western seminal texts that can be considered
as genuine procedural precursors to e-lit had appeared in
other languages than English such as Composition No.1
(1962) by Saporta and Glas (1974) by Derrida in French,
Hopscotch (1963) by Cortazar in Spanish, and many other
works by the 20th century experimental movements such
as Dadaism, futurism, and Surrealism. Thus, the classic
print-based procedural texts paved the way for generative e-lit to come out. Digital programs such as Tracery [2]
work with the same technique of permutations employed
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by the procedural precursors where many variables are marked up and the program creates many permutations. The procedurally-generated poem “Taroko
Gorge” by Nick Montfort is a robust example of the procedural generative poetry. This poem is programmed with many word variables, which the digital
program use to create many permutations. The result is a continuous text that
flows on the screen.
As clarified in the introduction to “Taroko Gorge” on the website of the Electronic Literature Collection 3 (ELC3), a large number of stanzas “vertically
scrolls across the screen.” As the words flow, river-like, on the screen and the
poem unfolds, first time readers should read until the ending reveals itself them,
after which we suggest looking at the source code. Originally programmed in
Python, and then ported to HTML and JavaScript, this poem has inspired many
to rework its source code to explore a variety topics in a way that retains its
form. (Montfort, 2009). In the Arabic context, there is only one experiment of
generative procedural poetry, to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, named
Moharrig Zradisht [Zoroaster’s clown] printed in a paper book by the Iraqi
poet Nasir Mounis. He clarifies that he depended on the digital program “Wise
Machine,” invented by two Arab programmers, to create generative poetry by
feeding the program with many different variables. (Mou’nis, 2015, p. 5). Thus,
digital generative procedural poetry has its origins in some classic paper-based
procedural texts. In the following lines, spatiotemporal e-lit precursors will be
addressed.
3.3 Spatiotemporal Precursors
Since the early dawn of history, humans have urgently needed to express themselves and their needs so; they painted on the walls of caves what are known as pic-

tograms [3] and ideograms [4] (Arafa,
2007, p. 432). This pictorial language
was the first shape of language, which
developed through thousands of years
to the recent language of today. The
Egyptian Hieroglyphic language, was
a mixed system of symbols that refer
to sounds; phonograms, and symbols
that indicate objects or ideas; ideograms. The phonograms, as alphabets,
represented the dimension of time
and the ideograms, as icons, represented the dimension of place. The combination of the two systems, adding
place to the element of time, is what
modern and postmodern arts adopt.
The “writing space”, to use the words
of Bolter (2001), developed from a
period of time to another. For Bolter,
the writing space is “a material and
visual field” determined by a certain
technology specified by the culture of
the writer and the reader. The second
reference of writing space is to be “a
space for reading.” The first writing
spaces were stone, wood, and animal
skin, then the roll papyrus in the ancient ages. (p.17).
After that, “The white surface of the
page” was the writing space in the
middle ages and after inventing the
printing press in the 15th century by
Gutenberg. The electronic writing has
a different space of writing; “both the
computer screen, where text is displayed, and the electronic memory,
in which text is stored.” (P.17). Every
writing space is in a process of continuous struggle with the previous or

(a) A visual poem by Ibn Qalaqis (1138-1172). Source: From Al-Makri, (1991), p. 161.(b) A Geometrical poem. Source: From Younis
(2015), p. 121. (c) A Geometrical poem. Source: From Al-Talawy, (1998), p. 638
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[2] - Tracery is a generative text tool. It can be
accessed from this website: http://brightspiral.
com/tracery/
[3] - Pictograms are the iconic depiction of persons, animals, and plants.
[4] - Ideograms are a developed technique of pictograms and used to depict ideas and concepts.
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present spaces.
In his attempt to, aesthetically, differentiate between arts,
Lessing (1969) approaches the confines of arts temporally
and spatially. Painting employs “forms and colors in space”
and poetry “articulates sounds in time” (p.91). The relation
between “the two sister arts”, painting and poetry, is that
“painting freezes a moment, whereas poetry must develop
a sequence of images that cannot avoid forming a minimal
narrative.” (Wallenstein, 2010, p.4).
Mitchell (1984) claims that, while “literature is an art of
time, painting an art of space” (p. 98). Reflecting upon
Lessing’s postulate, he also argues that “the nature of the
medium” used in imitating both arts, painting and poetry,
imposes a kind of temporal and spatial realization from the
side of the receiver. In the case of painting, the medium
and the message are perceived in an immediate way, which
needs no time, as they occupy a space that can be perceived as a whole in no time. The colors are forms which
“represent bodies and their relationships in space; and the
perception of both medium and message is instantaneous,
taking no appreciable time.” (p. 100). While in the case of
poetry, the medium and the message are written and received chronologically through a period of time and should
be realized through the sequence of inscription, “reading
occurs in time; the signs which are read are uttered or inscribed in a temporal sequence; and the events represented
or narrated occur in time” (p. 100).
A central argument to the space-time distinction among
arts is the idea of “spatial form” by Joseph Frank (1945)
in his seminal essay “Spatial Form in Modern Literature.”
Frank develops his understanding of the spatial form, starting from Lessing’s standpoint, as a fragmentation and rupture of the chronological sequence of incidents in the literary text. Frank conceives modernist literature, specifically
that of Elliot, Pound, Proust and Joyce, in the light of his
idea of spatial form; “this means that the reader is intended
to apprehend their work spatially, in a moment of time,
rather than as a sequence.” (p. 225).
It can be inferred from the previous premises that time,
as the temporal articulation of the text, and space, as the
pictorial shape of the inscription of the text, can be mingled
in literature such as the texts of the avant-gardes and the
concrete poetry. Thus, literature can be perceived as a spatiotemporal art. This is a logical result of the continuous
development and experimentation in literature particularly
in Modernism, Postmodernism, and Post-postmodernism.
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With the inception of electronic literature in the second
half of the twentieth century, literature has become a virtual spatiotemporal art.
Space and time developed to have different dimensions
with e-lit than with paper-based literature. Space is static
and cannot be changed in traditional literature because of
the limits of the paper, while it is dynamic and changeable in e-lit thanks to the digital medium. The traditional
text exists in one material place; the paper, on the other
hand, the e-text exists in two digital places; an outside place
where the final text appears and an inside place where the
code exists. The time, according to the traditional text, is
the time of reading about the incidents, but with e-lit, it is
the time of experiencing the incidents.
In the following part, different spatiotemporal precursors
of e-lit will be discussed through many ages in the Arabic
and Anglo-American contexts.
3.3.1 The Andalusian poetry.
Andalusian poets were the first to revolt against the canonical geography of the Arabic poem; two adjacent half
lines of poetry separated by a small space which is named
“al-Amoudi” or “Rhymed” poetry, to form what is called
“al-Muwashshah” that was written in the shape of a tree
or a rose (Al-Kubisi quoted in Al-Talawy, 1998, p. 38).
Andalusian poets invented many different kinds of visual
poetry that made use of geometrical shapes in their interaction with the Arabesque art [5].
3.3.2 The Mamluk and Ottoman poetry.
In the Mamluk (1250-1517) and Ottoman (1299-1923) empires, poets experimented greatly with the form of poetry.
Poetry of those periods was defined by many names such
as visual poetry, geometrical poetry, drawn poetry, poetry of whiteness or space, and plastic poetry (Al-Talawy,
1998, pp. 22-8). Geometrical poetry, figure was one of the
most prominent types of poetry in those periods. From its
name, this poetry is shaped in geometrical forms such as
circles, triangles, squares or rhomboid. The poem in the
figure is an example of a circular visual poem. It will be
conceived spatially as a shape of a rose. It needs more time
for this poem to be placed under scrutiny to discover that
it is consisted of a number of intertwined circles. There is

[5] - A kind of Islamic decoration art.
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one central circle which has the Arabic letter “ ”عat its center and seven other circles overlap on its circumference.
This poem is consisted of seven lines of poetry, each line
begins from the center of the circle with the letter “ ”عand
goes through one of the seven interconnected circles in a
circular shape to end with the same letter.
This poem is in praise of the prophet Mohamed (peace
be upon him). As a spatiotemporal poem, its plastic form
emphasizes the intended content. The centralization of the
Arabic letter “ ”عin the heart of the circle gives a connotation of the place of the beloved one, prophet Mohamed, in
the heart of his lovers. The beloved one is the start and the
end of love; it is a kind of mystic love. Additionally, phoneticizing the letter “ ”عis “ ”نيعwhich means the “exact fact,”
as if the poet wants to say that his love for prophet Mohamed is the exact fact in his life (Al-Talawy, 1998, p. 223).
3.3.3 Modern Arabic poetry.
3.3.3.1 The Moroccan concretists.
In the seventies of the twentieth century, a group of Moroccan poets tried to recall the spirit of their Andalusian
ancestors by writing concrete poetry that makes use of
the capabilities of the Arabic, specifically Moroccan, calligraphy. Mohamed Bennis is the pioneer of this group. He
experimented with concrete poetry in his volume Btegah
Sawtic al-Amodi [At the Direction of your Vertical Voice]
(1979). Bennis issued “Bayan Al-Ketaba [Manifesto of
Writing]” (1981), in which he called for investing the element of place in the Arabic poem and utilizing the possibilities provided by the Moroccan calligraphy (Al-Talawy,
1998, p. 450). Bennis highly appreciates the work of the
Arab and Islamic calligraphers who were the first to celebrate the importance of place in addition to time in the
construction of the text (Bennis, 1985, p.100).
Bennis’s Manifesto was followed by exegesis and commentary by another two Moroccan poets and critics Abdu-Allah
Rageh and Ahmed Belbdawy. Belbdawy argues that when
he writes a poem by his handwriting, he conveys the pulses
and vibrations of his body to the text; that is why he used to
write his visual poems by himself while Bennis and Rageh
collaborated with calligraphers to draw their poems. The
collaboration between poets and calligraphers in the concrete poetry resembles that between poets and programmers in the digital poetry.
The spatiotemporal construction of texts, in the experiment of the Moroccan concretists, is achieved by subvert-
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ing the dominant conventions of writing by using specific
techniques like black/white and font size techniques. There
are two poems by Bennis where he emphasizes one word
by using a bold and bigger font in one of the two poems,
while in the second poem, he emphasizes a sentence. This
spatial distribution of words resembles that of word clouds
that can be created by some digital tools such as wordle. [6]
As Simanowski puts it, “The intermedial aspect does not
lie in the change of the medium but in the change of perception, from the semiotic system of reading typical for literature to the semiotic system of viewing typical for art.”
(2004). There is also an example of black and white distribution on the page by Rageh.
3.3.3.2 Nasir Mounis.
The experiment of the Iraqi poet Nasir Mounis in writing
visual poetry is a prominent one. He uses his own handwriting and pens in writing poetry (Al-Sa’dy, 2015, p. 128).
He expands the capabilities of the linguistic word outside
its canonical usage. He celebrates experimentation and
subverting the usual writing rules. Mounis believes that “a
poem without a shape is a disabled imagination” (Mounis,
1996, p. 12). He employs different writing techniques in his
different volumes of poetry. In some of his texts, Mounis
takes advantage of amulet and the charm embedded in its
exotic calligraphy as a way of coding words [7], in other
texts, he makes use of the shape of human and animal bodies [8].
In his book The Pagan Book (2012), Mounis embeds his
text in an abstract painting. The combination of colors,
shapes, and the unevenly thrown words help convey the
contemplations of the poet on the flood of Noah.
3.3.3.3 Adunis.
Adunis is one of the most prominent Arab poets in the
modern era. He was defined by the Guardian newspaper
as the poet who “led a modernist revolution in the second
half of the 20th century, exerting a seismic influence on
Arabic poetry comparable to T S Eliot’s in the anglophone
world.” (Jaggi, 2012). In the nineties of the twentieth century, “he began making small collages using Arabic calli-

[6] - http://www.wordle.net/create
[7] - The poet accomplished this book in 1984 and published it in 1996.
[8] - The poet accomplished this book in 1986 and published it in 1996.
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Taroko Gorge interface - Source: http://collection.eliterature.org/3/work.html?work=taroko-gorge

graphy” by using ““bits and pieces of nothing, thrown away.
I rarely use colour; I prefer ripped things,”” (Jaggi, 2012).
He rewrites the poetry of great classic poets with his handwriting in a new context that helps rediscover the classic
Arabic poetry, “adding fragments of his own poems, as
well as classical Arabic poetry “as a homage”” (Jaggi, 2012).
Adunis cleverly connects the old poetry with the recent
visual arts; “his “experiments with visual art began by taking verses by such great Arab poets as Bashar ibn Burd, or
the pre-Islamic poet Abu Zuaib al-Huzal” as a way “to pay
them homage.” (Tasnim 2015). Instead of using the word
collage, Adunis uses the Arabic word “raqima”; “he’s coined
the term “raqima” for this work – from “raqama,” which he
says means to write and color simultaneously.”
Adunis is aware of the importance of media and materials
used in both poetry and plastic arts such as; ““fragments,
bits and pieces, pieces of iron, bits of cloth, stone, thread –
anything that’s thrown away but which, when you gather
it together, you give meaning to. It’s almost like a dialogue
between existing and not existing, all on the same page.””
(Tasnim 2015). With a great artistic ability, Adunis removes small and useless things from their time and place to
embed them in a new spatiotemporal context.
The Arabic poetic history is rich with many examples of
spatiotemporal texts that could be perceived as precedents of e-lit. In the Anglo-American context, some experDIGIMAG the digicult’s project journal | n° 77 | year XII | winter 2018

imental texts could be addressed in the same vein. “Easter
Wings” by George Herbert is one poem of his collection
The Temple, which appeared in the 17th century after his
death. The poem “Easter Wings” takes the shape of wings.
The shape of this poem as flying wings collaborates with
the words’ meanings to convey the intended religious significance of the poem. Later significant examples of English spatiotemporal precursors of e-lit are many poems
by the prominent American poet E. E. Cummings in the
second half of the 20th century. His picture-poem “l(a” [9]
is a provocative example of how the shape of the poem and
the meanings of words integrate to present the intended
significance of the poem. “l(a” consists of the two phrases
(loneliness) and (a leaf falls), which intersect on the vast
sheet to represent the falling state of a tree leaf. The time
and place of the falling act are artistically depicted in the
poem.
As previously clarified, time and space in literature acquired
new dimensions with the inception of e-lit. The spatiotemporal precursors of e-lit encouraged the appearance of e-lit
pieces that heightened the integration of time and space.
“Faith” by Robert Kendall is “a kinetic poem that reveals itself in five successive states. Each new state is overlaid onto
the previous one, incorporating the old text into the new.

[9] - (Cummings, 1991, p. 673)
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(a) The First Movement of ìFaithî. Source: ELC1, http://collection.eliterature.org/1/works/kendall__faith.html. (b) The fifth movement of ìFaithî. Source: ELC1, http://collection.eliterature.org/1/works/
kendall__faith.html

Each new state absorbs the previous one while at the same
time engaging in an argument with it. The gradual textual
unfolding is choreographed to music.” (2006).
“Faith” consists of five movements. Every movement is
constructed gradually by the tools of words, colors, shades,
and motion, accompanied with music. The poem is designed by the Flash program. It is the final construction
of the first movement, which begins with the word “faith”
stands alone after that the succession of words appears
to go down gradually. A conflict between the two words
“faith” and “logic” is clear.
In the second movement, new words with new colors move
towards the interface. The process of construction continues in the third movement by filling the gaps between
letters to produce new kinetic words. As if it is a puzzle
game, new letters appear and others disappear in the fourth
movement. Some words fade and others bright, also, some
words move around themselves until they rest in peace.
Additionally, one line drops some words to intersect with
the following line. At the end of this movement, a shade of
the word “leap” comes out gradually until it fills the whole
screen and fades again.
In the fifth and last movement, lines collapse gradually to
rest at the bottom of the page except four words consisting
“just to sum up.” In “Faith,” the time of words’ movements
and leaps mingle with colorful physical shapes of words
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to convey the conflict between faith and logic as the main
theme of the poem.
To sum up, this paper tried to draw on the early printed
texts that fit as genealogies for e-lit in the Arabic and English languages. Many pieces were discussed under three
main categories: hypertextual, procedural, and spatiotemporal. This discussion developed in the way of figuring out
the nature of the transformation from paper-based literature to computer-based literature.
REHAM HOSNY
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